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UGBC Estimates Tuition Hike at $400-$5OO
tion increase in the range of $400 to
Students can expect tuition next $500."
Cotter added, "there are still
year' to rise in the range of $400 to
$500 according to a rough estimate some outstanding things that could
of Nate Holt and Dan Cotter, the either increase or decrease" the
two student representatives on the maximum estimation of $500.
budget committee.
Cotter felt there was a feeling on
Holt and Cotter made this the budget committee that BC is
estimation realizing that "all the underpriced in comparison to other
variables aren't nailed down yet." schools; "There's a generalpolicy of
Holt continued, "There are still some of those people to talk in
some important expense areas we relative terms to other schools. I
really haven't fully evaluated yet, don't think this is a good argument
but based on what we have done, I or a good way to proceed at all."
think it's reasonable to expect a tuiHolt expressed the existenceof an
by Karen Shire

.

"implicit understanding in all our
budgeting processes which is that
undergraduate tuitions can .rise
significantly."
Holt went on to note that there is
no understanding among some
members of the Budget Committee
as to the amount tuition can rise. He
felt the reason why some people do
not feel the necessity of hard limits
on undergraduate tuition is that
these people claim "we have a
source of income to meet this and
that is undergraduate tuition." Holt
emphasized that he and Cotter
"don't accept this."
The effect of ignoring that there
have to be hard limits on the
amount of tuition increases "is to
erode the economic diversity of the
undergraduate population," said
Holt.
Holt continued to explain that
part of this "presupposition that
undergraduate tuitions can rise is
that the economic mix of our class
can change and we're not that concerned about it. That is wrong."
continued on page 14

Undergraduate Government President Dan Cotter, one of the two student
representatives on the University Budget Committee, has stated that "it's
reasonable to expect a tuition increase in the range of $400 to $500."
Cotter, who is pictured here at a recent Community Council meeting,
cautioned that this is only a rough, preliminary estimate. (Photo by Mary
O'Keeffe)

WHC Sends $11,050 to Cambodia
by Lisa Sergi
After a ten day collection drive,
the Boston College World Hunger

BC World Hunger Committee volunteers staffed collection tables at
several locations throughout campus to raise money for the Oxfam Cambodian Appeal. (Photo by Mike Ferry)

Cotter administration evaluated

Committee has surpassed its
$10,000 Cambodia relief fund goal.
By Saturday, $11,050 in contributions had been donated by students,
faculty and staffof BC.
Student Coordinatorof the WHC
Pat Burns reported that further con-

Some Promises Remain Unfulfilled
Tom Gorman
After reviewing the platform that
made UGBC President Dan Cotter
the most attractive candidate last
spring to voting BC students, it
seems that many of the platform's
proposals have not yet been given a
lot of attention. Areas including
Student Rights and fixing up the
Quonset Hut for a UGBC office on
Newton Campus are in line with
their proposals in Cotter's platform.
However, present plans for other
platform areas including the Council of Student Organizations, Communication with Commuters and
reviving the University Academic
Senate seem deficient.
Student Rights
In his platform, Cotter said that
he would put students rights as his
number one priority and expand the
work of the Student Rights Committee. Cotter said that during the
last UGBC administration, the
committee handled "6 or 7 cases
throughout the school year. This
year, we've got two chairpeople and
a committee of about 15 who have
already handled about a dozen
cases."
Cotter attributed this to a
"change of attitude," making student rights a more integral part of
UGBC. He added that the Student
Rights Handbook, which the platform said would be out in the fall, is
still being compiled by the committee.

by

Student Development
One of Cotter's new proposals on
his platform was the Student
Development Committee. "It's kind
of a fragmented thing, it hasn't really come together as well as I'd like it
to," Cotter stated. He held that "the
university has been a little more
reluctant than I anticipated in
actually letting kids get involved in
concrete ways."
According to Cotter, the head of
the Student Development Committee, Paul Deninger, has a core
group of 15-20 students moved into
several new areas of BC, and are
trying to develop a gift from the
senior class. They are also
attempting to start a newsletter for
parents. Cotter noted that it is a new
organization, and they are mostly
laying the groundwork for future
years.
Council of Student Organizations
The CSO has been another project which has not come together as
well as Cotter had hoped. He
asserted that he sent out 70 letters to
organizationsin two different mailings, but received only about 12
replies. "The whole thrust of my
idea was to be almost a politically
based group of people .'* to use as a
vehicle to inform people about tuition, bumping off, and issues like
that."
The idea for a Council of Student
Organizations has been largely

.

overshadowed by the new Community Council, a group largelyformed by UGBC, made up of
representatives from student
organizations, faculty, staff, and
administration. The CSO's purpose
was to unite only student groups on
common issues.
continued on page 25

Iributions from BC parents, student the drive and thought it would be a
good act to contribute." The UGBC
organizations, and several dorThese
donation represents less than oneforthcoming.
mitories are
half of one percent of the total stumay include contributions from
PIRG. the Marching Band, the dent government budget.
Fundraising efforts will continue
University Chorale, and the SON
in other sectors of BC. Haley House
Senate.
The ten day totals were $6800 will sponsor a coffeehouse with
from students, $2500 from faculty proceeds to go to the Cambodia
members, $750 from staff members,
fund this Friday. South St. students
and $1000 from sources outside of are holding a raffle to raise relief
funds.
BC such as parents ofstudents.
Burns was very pleased with the
Contributing student organizations included UGBC $1000; The results of the WHC drive, especially
Heights. $250; PULSE, $150; the strong student response during
Graduate Student Association,
$100: Mendel Club $25; and the the second week of the campaign.
The latter half of the drive saw stuSOE Senate, $25.
The UGBC contribution was dent contributions increase from
30% to 70% of the total, and Burns
drawn from an executive contingency fund upon cabinet feels that a significant part of this
approval. UGBC President Dan climb is due to greater commuter
Colter explained, "We knew about participation. This speculation
seems to be supported by the fact
that the total contributions collected
at the Lyons table last week was
four times greater than the previous
week.
Burns also noted that students on
Newton campus were drawn into
the drive with successful dormitory
canvassing by WHC workers.
Burns commented, "We're really
astounded with the terrific response
of the past four days. We were looking for a real community wide reaction, and that's what we got... The
significant second week response
continued on page 24

A large crowd gathered outside Faneull Hall last Wednesday morning as
Massachusetts Senator Edward Kennedy formally announced his candidacy for the Democratic Presidential nomination. (Photo by Mary
O'Keeffe)
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EVENTS

Tuesday, november 13
through
Sunday, november 18

7:00 - 8:00 p.m. Outing Club
meeting in McElroy 114. Final
plans will be made for trip to New
Hampshire the weekend of
November 17 and 18th. A limit of
ten people - first-come-first-servebasis.
7:00 8:00 a.m. Campus Crusade 7:30 p.m. Mass PIRG general
meeting in Room 114 in McElroy:
Prayer meeting in McGuinn 226.
9:00 a.m. 5:00 p.m. Sun Flower Wine and cheese.
7:30 p.m. "Monsieur Vincent" - sth
Sale in McETroy'Lobby.
4:00 p.m. Alpha Sigma Nu meeting film in the seven film series,
"Christianity and the Cinema," will
in Cushing 001.
4:15 5:00 p.m. UGBC Commuter be shown in Higgins 307. Admission
Committee meeting at Murray is free.
8:30 p.m. The last program in the
House. New memberswelcome.
4:30 5:30 p.m. Democratic Club series "Exploring a Non-Nuclear
Future for the U.S." will focus on
meetingin Gasson 204.
4:30* 6:00 p.m. Political Science alternative energy sources and their
meeting in Murray Conference role in our future. Hear Bob Case,
alternative energy advocate Room.
5:30 8:30 p.m. Campus Crusade in professor at Northeastern UniverMcGuinn 223 and 226.
sity, and Patrick Forrester, Assis6:00 8:00 p.m. NAACP meeting in tant Director of the Massachusetts
Office of Energy Research, in an
Murray Conference Room.
6:30
9:30 p.m. SOM Honors informal debate. Sponsored by
Program in McGuinn sth floor Haley House.

TUESDAY13
-

-

-

The Aeterna, the only department
journal open to all departments, is
sponsoring a Bake Sale. Donuts,
coffee, and homemadebaked goods.
McElroy first floor foyer.
10:00
11:00 a.m. Romance
Languages in Murray Conference
Room.
1:00 2:00 p.m. Campus Crusade in
Murray Conference Room.
4:00 p.m. The Marketing Academy
will present Mr. Floyd Caldwell and
Ms. Charlene Flynn, sales personnel
with Eastman Kodak. Ms. Flynn is
a recent BC graduate. Sales within
the industry and Kodak and job
opportunities will be discussed.This
seminar will be held in Fulton 220.
4:15 p.m. There will be a meeting
for anyone interested in an Alternative Energy Anti-Nuclear Teachin in the PIRG office.
4:30 - 6:00 p.m. Finance Academy
meeting in Fulton 412.
4:30 p.m. Hillel will have a meeting
in the office, McElroy 111. Attendance is mandatory because yearbook pictures will be taken. Please
attend.
4:30 p.m. There will be a meeting of
the BC World Hunger Committee in
Gasson 302.
4:45 - 6:00 p.m. Circle X meeting in
Murray Conference Room.
5:00 p.m. AED meeting in Fulton
Debating Room.
5:00 7:00 p.m. Film Board meeting
in McElroy 114.
5:15 p.m. Meeting for all those
interested in the Maine WorkRetreat Weekend. Room 103.
6:00 p.m. The Bioethics Committee
will hold a meeting for all members
and interested persons in Higgins
611. Attendance at this meeting is
required.
6:00 9:00 p.m. The Voices of Imani
choir rehearsal in St. Joseph's
Chapel.
7:00
9:30 p.m. Chess Club of
Boston College will have a constitutional and organizational
meeting in McElroy 114. Bring
ideas and sets.
7:30 p.m. The Mendel Club sponsors
Medical School Admissions Night
in Cushing 001. Everyone welcome,
refreshments served.
8:00 p.m. Bay State Bluegrass will
be playing at Shaw House on Upper

-

-

<

lounge.

7:00 - 9:00 p.m. There will be a
general meeting of Council for
Exceptional Children in McGuinn
3rd floor lounge. Cheese and cider
will be served after the meeting.
Everyone interested is welcome.

WEDNESDAY
14
8:00 a.m. Major Morning Munch.

Classifieds
Information for these jobs and many
more can be obtained in the Student
Employment Office, Lyons 113.
Arlington I: Part-time Math
Teacher/High School Geometry and
Advanced Algebra. School is for girls
with high emotional needs which can't
be met in normal school, but are
bright. Times: 4 days/wk. 8 a.m. 9
a.m. (Days worked out). Salary is
$1200 Noventper 12
June. Apply

-

-

quickly!
Allsron 01610: Students - jobs for
second semester. Beginning January
and February, jobs will be available for
a tax company doing collating.
proofreading, impul scanning, print
operations. Hours are flexible. Apply
NOW so you'll have a possible job
lined up when you return from vacation. Ask for information in Lyons 113.
Brookline 03566: Driver/Automatic
Van - Van encompasses a medical
-detection program. Work two days
drive van at 9 a.m. to 10:30 a.m., then
pick it up at 3:30 p.m. (time free
between) $25 per day.
Newton Center 03550: Special needs
aides - working with multiple or mentally handicapped in Newion. Hours:
Approximately 20 - Saturdays 9-5.
Salary is $3/hr.

-

-

Boston #1: Your chance to be Santa
or Santa's Helpers! Be responsible and good with children - costume
provided. Job is in Faneuil Hall with
flexible schedules!!! Begins November
17! Salary is $3-3.50/ hr.

Claus

EASY EXTRA INCOME! $500/1000
Stuffing envelooes Guaranteed. Send
self-addressed, stamped envelope to:
DEXTER ENTERPRISES, 3039
Shrine PI. LA, CA 90007.

-

FOR SALE: Women's Downhill Ski
Package $50.00. Skis (170 cm), Boots
(B'/i). Poles. Excellent condition. Contact Missy at X4202(Day) or 247-0795

-

(Nights).
FOR SALE: 2 A7B-I3 Whitewall
Snowtires (Suburbanite). Excellent
condition. $35.00 for pair. Contact
Missy al X42o2(Day) or 247-

0795(Night).
STUDENTS! Am offering simple hair
for only $2.50! Call 7873732; ask for Sue.
Male Roommate wanted 2 bedrooms,
$106.50/ m.; heat/hot water; 4th roommate. 6 Sutherland Road #35. 9220123 after 5 p.m.

cuts/trims

-

So You Want to Join
The Heights?
Come to the

staff meeting
of your choice.
All staffs

need members.
News:
Sports:

Features:
Photography:

Cartoons:

Sundays at 7:00
Mondays at 4:30
Mondays at 4:00
Mondays at 6:30
Monday at 1:00

events compiledby
eileen pearson
events deadline is

spm thursday

-

4:30 6:00 p.m. German Academy
meeting in McElroy 114. All
members please attend as yearbook
pictures will be taken of the club.
5:30 p.m. () micron Delta Epsilon
will meet in Gasson 305. Yearbook
photograph will be taken at this
time.
6:30
10:00 p.m. Math Caucus
Panel Discussion in Murray
Conference Room.
7:00 p.m. International Students
Association Pot Luck Supper in
Cushing Faculty Lounge. Please
bring a special dish from your
country. Club donation is $1.00.
7:30
11:00 p.m. Italian Film
Festival in Cushing Auditorium.
8:00 p.m. The Italian Club presents
"Love and Anarchy" starring Giancarlo Giannini and directed by Lina
Wertmuller in Cushing Auditorium.
9:00 p.m. 1:00 a.m. Bahamas Night
in the Rat sponsored by Social
Committee.
9:30 - 11:30 p.m. Orientation
meeting in McElroy 114.

-

-

-

-

FRIDAY 16
10:00

-

11:00 a.m. Romance

Languages in Murray Conference

Room.
3:00 - 6:00 p.m. SOM meeting in
Fulton 410.
4:00 7:00 p.m. TGIF Party at
Murray House presented by UGBC
Commuter Committee.
5:00 7:00 p.m. BC Student Admissions Volunteers wine and cheese
social at Philomethia Hall.
7:00 9:00 p.m. NAACP meeting in
Murray Conference Room.
7:30 and 10:00 p.m. The Film Board
presents "Bread and Chocolate" in
McGuinn Auditorium.
8:00 p.m. Benefit Coffee House at
Haley House, 314 Hammond
Street. Plenty of fine folk and jazz
music in relaxed surroundings.
Coffee and assorted munchies
available. Admission is $1.00. All
proceeds will go directly to OxfamAmerica's Cambodia Appeal.
8:00 p.m. 12:00 a.m. Social Committee presents Joe Perry Mini
Campus.
Concert in the Rat.
8:00 p.m.
12:00 a.m. lota Phi
Theta Sweethearts Disco Dance in
McElroy Student Lounge.
9:00 p.m. 1:00 a.m. It's the funky
sound of the Fly-By-Night Band, a
9-piece rock ensemble that will jazz
McGuinn Lobby: CEC BakeSale all up your evening at O'Connell
House.
day.
8:30 10:30 a.m. Coffee and Donuts
in McElroy Lobby to benefit the
Cambodian Appeal. Sponsored by
Le Cercle Francais.
10:00 a.m. 4:00 p.m. Woolens on
On November 17 at 7:30 p.m.
sale in McElroy Lobby.
there will be a candid discussion with
1:00 - 5:00 p.m. Father Charles coaches and players on the upcomBourke, Vocation Director for the ing basketball season at Roberts
Boston archdiocese will be available Center after the game against
for consultation in Mcelroy 215.
Arcadia College. Admission to the
2:00 4:00 p.m. Tune into 640 AM, game will be free.
The Free University will be sponWZBC for Hot Rox with Smokin'
J. Ferrelli every Thursday at this soring a basketballseminar after the
time and get your Rox off with the game against Arcadia College on
beat. Rock'n'Roll to infiltrate the Saturday, November 17.
The Boston College Dramatics
planet. Caution: maybe too intense
Society will hold a general meeting
for some listeners.
4:00 p.m. Peat, Marwick and at 4:30 p.m. in Fulton 110A. We
Mitchell will present a program, will discuss Trojan Women. See you
"When the Auditor Gets Audited," there!
with a social following. Room to be
The Bioethics Committee will
announced. Sponsored by the hold a meeting for all members and
interested persons on Wednesday,
Accounting Academy.
4:30 p.m. Sociology Caucus is sponNovember 15 at 6:00 p.m. in
soring a wine and cheese social for Higgins 611. Attendance at this
Sociology students and faculty. meeting is required.
McGuinn 410. All majors invited.
New York Times/Boston Globe
4:30 p.m. The Boston College News Service. Richard Clancey
Dramatics Society will hold a Manager. For new subscriptions or
generalmeetingin Fulton 110A. We complaints call 964-3399 or send a
will discuss Trojan Women. See you note through Campus Mail to

-

-

-

-

-

T

15

-

-

-

5

-

17

10:30 a.m. 2:30 p.m. Career Day in
Gasson Hall. Sponsored by UGBC,
Alumni Association and Career
Planning and Placement Center.
11:00 a.m. Rugby first annual
Turkey Bowl. Boston College, Old
Gold R.F.C., Brown University and
Union College Rugby Clubs.
Games will be played at St. John's
Seminary. Come down early and
cheer BC on to victory.
1:00 4:00 p.m. National Federation
for the Blind in Gasson 209.
7:00 p.m.
12:00 a.m. Gold Key
Thanksgiving Social in Cushing

-

-

Faculty Lounge.

- 10:00 p.m. The Film Board
McGuinn Auditorium.
8:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m. Delta Sigma
Theta in Campion Auditorium.
9:00 p.m. - :00 a.m. Pack your bags
cause were goin' south with the
7:30

presents "Bread and Chocolate" in

1

Memphis Rockaßillies, a country
rock group that will have you
longin' for that ol' Dixie Land.
O'Connell House.

SUNDAY18
-

10:00 a.m. 5:00 p.m. SON "Cut-aThon" in Campion Auditorium.
11:00 a.m. BC Hillel presents a Sunday brunch plus discussion with Iranian students in Boston. Cost is
$.75. McGuinn sth floor lounge.
12:00 6:30 p.m. Delta Sigma Theta
Afternoon Social in Mcuinn 3rd
floor lounge.
3:00 6:00 p.m. GSA Social in
Philomethia.
4:00 p.m. CLX Thanksgiving Mass
at O'Connell House.
7:00 and 9:00 p.m. Mistakes do
happen and the U.S. Mail is no
exception. So, O'Connell House is
presenting this week "Myra
Breckinridge." This sexual excursion stars Rachel Welch, Mac West
and Farrah Fawcett. /
7:00 - 10:00 p.m. Informal Career
Planning and Placement Open
House in Mod 388. Advisors will be
available to help you get started on
a personal job campaign.
7:30 p.m. The Film Board presents
"Bread and Chocolate" in Barry
Art Pavilion.

-

ANNOUNCEMENTS

-

-

there!

SATURDAY

Reservoir 93 1W.

Mr. Elliot Norton, Theater Critic
for the Boston Herald will lecture in
the Boston College Humanities
Series on Thursday, November 15th
in McGuinn Auditorium. His lecture will be on the "Critic and the
Theater." It will be free and open to
the public.
Get off your butt and join The
Great American Smoke Out: On
November 15 come pledge to quit
smoking or help a friend to quit for
at least 24 hours. Pledging will take
place Wednesday, November 14
from 1:00 5:00 p.m. in Reservoir
Lobby. Come and help yourselves
or a friend breathe easier. Sponsored by Reservoir Social Planning
Committee.

-

CPR Instructor Class on
December Ist and 2nd. Anyone certified in CPR wishing to become an
instructor contact Ms. Alpert Health Services Office, Cushing
140. Call ext. 3225 for registration
information.
continued on page 31
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Meeting Resolves Hanrahan's Presence at Hearings
three of whom serve as alternating
chairpersons.
Vice-President of Student Affairs
of Students Edward J. Hanrahan Kevin Duffy, Dean of Students
had been attending Student Judicial Edward J. Hanrahan, S.J., AssisBoard Hearings, it has been deter- tant Dean of Students Mike Ryan,
mined that no representative of the and the three chairpersons of the
Dean of Students office may attend Student Judicial Board attended the
these hearings if either the accused meeting. UGBC Executive Viceor the complainant objects.
President Joe Lambert, and cochairperson of the Student Rights
This decision was the outcome of Committee Chris Duggan were also
a meeting called by the Student present.
One chairperson of the Student
Judicial Board and the UGBC Student Rights Committee. The
meeting was held last Wednesday to
resolve what some have termed
"ambiguity" in the Judicial Code at
by Richard Marcil
BC.
Senator Edward M. Kennedy,
The Student Judicial Board is
composed totally of students, and claiming "the failures of the present
functions to hear and decidecertain administration are stark," formally
cases in which a student is accused announced his candidacy for Presiof violating a university rule. Fifteen dent last Wednesday, November 7,
undergraduates comprise theboard, to a crowd gathered at Faneuil Hall
by Paul Fitzgerald
Following a controversy which
arose two weeks ago because Dean

Judicial Board, Nancy Gill
explained the new policy: "A
written note will be attached to the
hearing notice sent to the student at
least 48 hours prior to the time of
the hearing stating that a representative from the Dean of Students
office will be present at the hearing.
If the accused or the complainant
have any objections to the presence
of that person as an impartial
observer at their hearing, they must
notify the chairperson of the case at
ieast 24 hours in advance of the

hearing time." Ryan believes that a compromise decision is not retroacrepresentative from his office tive. Father Hanrahan has attended
"should be able to attend at any some hearings in the past without

time."
Duggan spoke for his Student
Rights committee and the Student
Judicial Board saying, "We think
the compromise was an equitable
and a fair one in the best interests of
all parties involved." UGBC President Dan Cotter said, "1 think it's
fair."
Ryan and the chairpersons of the
Student Judicial Board believe the

prior notification. Gill believes that
if students believe their rights of due
process have been violated by
Father Hanrahan's presence at the
hearing, "they can go through the
appeals board... they have that
right... (to) go through the
channels."
Another chairperson of the Student Judicial Board Ray Del
continued on page 22

Kennedy Announces Candidacy
in downtown Boston.
A contingent of approximately
150 Boston College students took
the day off from school to hear
Kennedy make his announcement,
said Lou Taylor, co-ordinatorof the
Kennedy for President campaign at
BC. Kennedy is a member of the
Boston College Board of Trustees.
Kennedy criticized the Carter
administration for lack of clear
leadership and responsible action
and said his running in the 1980
presidential race would be healthy
competition for the Democratic
Party. "I seek the Presidency with
no illusions, " he said, speaking
inside Faneuil Hall to 300 invited
guests and about 500 members of
the press. "But I set out today
heartened by the historic lesson that
failure is not an Americanhabit."
The Senator attacked the President on a number of points
including an "inconsistent and transient domestic policy" and called
Carter's lifting of price controls on
crude oil last spring "the most
singularly inflationary act this
country has ever seen."
He reaffirmed his arguments in

-

Community Council members listen attentively as another point about
campus vandalism is made at its third meeting on October 30. (Photo by
Mary O'Keeffe)

favor of a national health-care
program expressing dismay at "a
clouded future for millions in our
society who now see that America
has begun to let them down." He
scoffed at the idea of a "national
malaise," an expression Carter has
referred to in a number of speeches
as being the cause of national ill.
"Our present leadership does not
understand that we are willing, even
anxious, to be on the march again,"
said Kennedy. He added, "The only
thing that paralyzes us today is the
myth that we cannot move."
An elderly gentleman in a plain
brown jacket,smoothing over a cool
Irish brogue, smiled and said, "I
sure hope he gets off his ass now and
does something better than that
peanut salesman."

Kennedy said he "felt compelled
President. He
denied that his candidacy is
unwarranted, citing the various
by events" to run for

"Draft Ted" movements around the
and expanding on the idea
that the nation needs new
leadership. With indirect reference
to Carter, he said, "I question no
man's intentions. But I have a
differentview of the highest office in
the land - a view of a forceful, effective presidency, in the thick of the
action."
Kennedy is the third of his family
to make a presidential announcement. The events, people, and places
have changed since the 60's, when
brothers Jack and Bobby sounded
continued on page 21
country

Community Council Discusses
Violence and Energy

by Leslie Tweeton

The Community Council held its
third meeting on October 30, focusing on the problems of campus vandalism and energy conservation.
The council agreed that one
method of decreasing vandalism
would be to increase students'
awareness of the problem. Another
suggestion was that the council
work on instilling a greater sense of
pride and community among those
students who apparently do not
respect the privileges of on-campus
housing.
UGBC President Dan Cotter
stressed that promoting a greater
degree of cooperation among students would be a more positive
approach to the problem than a continuation of the party ban. In pursuing this end UGBC and the Resident Advisory Board plan to distribute a tip-sheet which will explain
the responsibilitites of those who
plan to host campus parties.
UGBC Vice-President Joe
Lambert also stated the need for
more permanent and continuous
security enforcement on campus.
Lambert conceded that this effort
would incur additional security
costs, but he believes this to be a
necessary step in effectively dealing
with the vandalism problem.
Addressing the topic of energy
conservation was Director of the BC
Environmental Center Dr. George
J. Goldsmith. Goldsmith stated
that his primary objective is to raise
student consciousness on the energy
problem. He would like to coordinate the efforts of various
groups on campus which are concerned with energy conservation.He
urged all interested students to
attend the upcoming Environmental
Center meetings.
The next meeting of the Community Council will be held on

November 19. Council Chairman
Ann Marie McGowan expects the
group to again address the problems
of vandalism and energy conservation, as well as other topics which
have not yet been announced.
UGBC organized the Community
Council consisting of students
representing various student
organizations as well as faculty

members, staff and administrators.
McGowan defined the group as a
"forum for ideas." She explained,
"Ideas are discussed and different
perspectives are brought up. As long
as these ideas and perspectives are
disseminated throughout the BC
community, the council should be
very successful in achieving this purpose."

Anti-abortion protestors carried placards outside Faneuil Hall during
Kennedy's announcement of his candidacy. The protestors disagree with
Kennedy's freedom-of-choice stand on abortion. (Photo by Mary O'Keeffe)

Voices from the Dustbowl
Do we have a responsibility to respond to the need of the Cambodian people?

Tom Santos A&S'81: \u25a0?Yes, I
believe we really do. We were
involved in Vietnam and the Cambodian situation is a result of that
war. Ifeel that with the wealth of
our country and the situation
they're in we have a responsibility
to the poor people in Gambodia.
We have the resources to help
them while they don't have it to
help themselves."

-

Holly Rao A&S'82: "I think that
we have a responsibility in the
sense that we should help out people in general. But. I don't think
it's just us that has the responsibility. I think it is mankind's
responsibility. Anyone who can
help should help.

Michael Sardi A&S'80: "Sure. As
a matter offact I just contributed
some money to it. I think we have
a responsibility to all people as
human beings, but particularly to
the Cambodianpeople considering
our involvement in the IndoChinese's situation. I think we
should send Father Hanrahan ..."

Paula DeScisciolo SOM'83: "I
think that we definitely do have a
responsibility for these needs.
Like, here we are with so many
riches and we can offer so much to
those people who don't have
anything. If all ofus just care a little it's definitely going to help
them a lot."

by Rachel Turcotte and Sue Jerome ,
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Telling the Whole Tuition Story
It looks like December is going to be a very

University Budget Committee, to prove to the
student body that their number-one priority is the
minimizing of cost increases which students must
bear. According to the students who sit on that
committee, that commitment is not there, and in
fact it seems there are some budget committee
members who are not troubled by seeing tuition
rise to whatever level the market will bear.
Next year, it is certain, BC students will feel the
strain of cost increases like never before. Some
students will be forced to drop out or transfer
simply because they can't afford to go to a school
at which total costs are well over $6000. Most students and their families will just fall further into
debt. We will probably never know how many
middle and lower class high school seniors will
eliminate BC as a college choice because of the
huge financial burden. But time will show the
effects of BC's tuition policies as more and more
Boston College becomes a university which only
the wealthy can afford.
As UGBC President Dan Cotter says, we as
students are consumers of BC's educational
product. We have a right to demand more for our
money and a right to be told the entire story
about why tuition can't be lower than it is. Until
the university has openly proved to the student
body that it has made every reasonable decision
no matter how difficult to cut costs and hold tuition down, the students of Boston College should
be outraged that their needs and rights are being
ignored and they should fight to ensure that the

grim month here at BC. On the twelfth day of
that month a decision will be reached on the
increases for next year's tuition, room, and board.
Exactly how large those increases will be is by no
means definite at this time, but current information shows that the total of all the increases may
be close to $1000.
Clearly the pressures of inflation and rising
energy costs will necessitate large increases for
next year. But we as students - who supply virtually every dollar which is spent in operating Boston
College - are owed by this university a clear and
full explanation of how all our money is being
spent and why tuition must be as high as it is.
We as students also need proof from this university not blanket statements, but proof that
every possible step, every possible decision, is
being made to ensure that tuition and fee
increases are being held to an absolute minimum.
The package of increases which BC students
will be told to accept next month will no doubt be
the largest in memory, probably the largest in the
school's history. This is an extreme situation.
Now is the lime for Executive Vice President
Frank Campanella and Financial Vice President
lohn Smith, as well as the student members of the
Budget Committee, to begin telling the students
:>f Boston College the whole, honest story about
why the tuition, room, and board rates are going
lo have to increase so substantially for next year.
Now is also the time for the decision-makers of
Boston College, especially those who sit on the truth be heard.
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The Heights strongly encourages all
members of the BC community to submit letters and commentaries to Readers
Forum. All letters must be typed, double
spaced, and signed. Unsigned letters
can only be accepted after consultation

with the editor.

Rising Costs, Shallow Wells
Last October Financial Vice President John
Smith stated that the new lower campus dormitory would run on a break-even basis in its first
year and every year thereafter. Today it is painfully evident that the new dorm will come
nowhere near breaking even next year, and in fact
every BC resident student will be paying an extra
$40 to $60 in his or her room rate in 1980-'Bl in
order to help cover the interest payments on the
loans which were used to finance the building's
construction. A major cause of all this is the fact
that the projected total cost of building the new
dorm progressively increased from an initial
figure of $8.6 million to the current actual cost of
$11.2 million.
Whether the students were deceived by Smith,
as UGBC President Dan Cotter has stated, or
whether the students are simply the victims of
university planning which is in no way sensitive to
the severe financial strains which many BC students themselves suffer, one thing remains clear:
the students of Boston College are being forced to
swallow substantial costs which they were told
would not exist.
This particular situation takes on even more
serious proportions when it is viewed in the context of BC's overall construction planning. The
total project costs of the library, the theater, and
the garage have grown beyond their origianl projections, and in fact it is still unclear that the cost
of the library, now planned for $15 million, has
finally reached some ceiling. The interest pay-

ments on the debts incurred by these construction
projects, combined with the huge increase in costs
which will result from operational expenses and
depreciation charges for these new buildings, will
all be payed for out of the pockets of students.
This history of expanding construction costs is
evidence of a disregard on the part of Boston
College for the inability of BC students to continue to shell out more and more money for tuition and fees.
Executive Vice President Frank Campanella
quotes high inflation rates and tells students to
quietly accept large increases in tuition, room,
and board. As Campanella himself knows, the
problem of increasing costs if far more complex
than simple inflation rates: the heart of the matter
is thai university planning decisions can also have
a tremendous effect in causing tuition and fees to
skyrocket or remain reasonably stable. The fact
that the cost of construction projects such as the
new dorm have been allowed to grow so much
above original estimates is one example of how
those involved in university planning continue to
look upon the student body as a bottomless well
of money.

Next year BC resident students will probably
be paying $150 to $200 more then they did this
year to live on campus. That is an extraordinarily
large increase which could have been $40 to $60
less if decisions had been made to hold costs down

on the new dormitory.

60th Anniversary
Next Monday, November 19, is the 60th Anniversary of The Heights' first publication. We plan to celebrate this milestone with a special anniversary section in next
Monday's paper. Included will be an exact reproduction of the Heights first issue,
dated November 19,1919. A brief history of the newspaper will also be featured. Look
for this and more in next week's Heights Anniversary Special.
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READERS' FORUM
Who are the YAF?
To the Editor:
In a recent "Voices From the Dustbowl"
Joan Petralia asks, "Who are the Young
Americans for Freedom?" I believe that it is a
question that should be answered, and that is
the point of this letter. Besides being directed
to students like Miss Petralia, who do not
know about YAF, it is also directed to students such as Joe Harkins, Michael Kamp,
Thomas Barbera, and James Yon Hendy
(who's views on YAF appeared in various
places in last weeks Heights) who think they
know, about YAF, but have absolutely no
conception of what it is about.
Young Americans for Freedom was
founded in 1960 at the Connecticut home of
William F. Buckley. YAF is concerned with
the growing centralizationof power which has
brought the increasing violation of individual
rights, the growing impersonalization of
society, and the disinitegrationof the sense of
community, which have threatened todestroy
the integrity of the individual. YAF is an
educational and an activist group which
stresses the conservation philosophy, which is
stated in the organizations' credo, the
'Sharon Statement. Over seventy members
of Congress as well as three presidential candidates are on the advisory board of YAF.
Mr. Yon Hendy stated that the YAF was
"neo-facist". I took particular offense to this
term for two reasons. First of all, "Neofacist" implies that YAF is against individual
rights, and nothing could be further from the
truth. Secondly, "neo-facist" implies racism.
According to YAF's bylaws, any overt racist
act committed under the guise of YAF is a
ground for revocation of membership. I
would suggest to Mr. Yon Hendy that he look
up the definition of "neo-facism' in the dictionary, and then perhaps he could enlighten
the BC community on how YAF fits the
description.
Michael Kamp and Joe Harkins state that
YAF is funded by corporations. This charge,
like Mr. Yon Hendy's statement, is false. As
state chairman of Mass. YAF and Treasurer

of BC YAF, I know where the money comes
from. Statewide, the money comes from
occasional grants from national YAF and
private donations. (Right now there are no
funds in the state account.) The funds for BC
YAF's recent project to publicize PIRG
Refunds, and protest their funding methods,
came from the pockets of BC YAF's
membership. National YAF is funded by the
three dollar annual dues charged to the
organizations' 55,000 members and by
private contributions. When I told Bob
Heckmen, YAF's director of State and
Chapter Services about the charges leveled by
Mr. Kamp and Mr. Hawkins, he said, "They
must know something I don't know. Perhaps
they could tell me where the corporate money
is. Lord knows we could use it." He went on
«^^?^?^?^??

to tell me that the average donation to YAF is
about twelve dollars. I would like Mr. Kamp
and Mr. Hawkins to document their information about these corporate donations.
Mr. Harkins charges Yaf with being a very
conservative group. To this charge I proudly

plead guilty. Being a conservative, after all, is
not a sin. (In fact, some of us consider it a virtue.) Mr. Kamp makes the same charge only
in stronger language: "They represent the
vested interest of the conservative front of the
U.S:" This statement, if the word "conservative" were to be replaced by the word
"commie", it would fit in perfectly in a John
Birch pamphlet warning us of the 'Communist conspiracy. Come on Michael, we are
not plotting to overthrow the government,
and by the way, we do not represent the
interest of the conservative front. We are a
part of that front, which is growing every day.
(Recent surveys indicate that 55% of the people in this nation consider themselvesConservatives.)

Joe Harkins stated that YAF is "against
anything that has to do with consumer consciousness. How is that Joe? We believe that
our views support consumer consciousness.
"Consumer consciousness" like "public
interest", is a subjective term. What is "consumer consciousness" for Joe Harkins might
be a rip-off to me, and a rip-off to him might
be "consumer consciousness" to me. It all
comes down to one's perspective. No one,
whether it be YAF, PIRG, or the federal
government, has a monopoly on "consumer
consciousness" of "public interest".
According to James Yon Hendy, "The
Young Americans didn't want students to
have rights, so they duped a lot of f01k5..."
Tom Barbera supports this thought in saying
that YAF "contradicts the rights of the
individual consumer and the freedom of students at BC." There are two things that make
these statements ridiculous. 1.) Yon Hendy
and Barbera imply that YAF members,
through the exercising of our first ammendment right of free speech, by publicizing
PIRG's refund period and expressing our
protest over what we consider an unfair
funding process, are denying students their
rights. How is this gentlemen?? .We did not
force students to get their refund, we simply
notified them of a right that they had. Is this
denial of student rights? (If Mr. Barbera or
Mr. Yon Hendy could prove that any YAF
member forced any student, whether it be by
gunpoint, or any other extortionary means,
could they pleasebring it to my attention?) 2.)
Mr. Yon Hendy's statement that YAF
"duped" BC students is nothing short of
idiotic. By using this term, Yon Hendy has
insulted the mentality of all BC students. We
do not believe that BC students can be easily
duped. Our purpose was to get BC students
thinking about a choice they would have to
make. I promise you, Mr. Yon Hendy, we
used no brainwashing techniques at all in our
project.
In conclusion, I would like to urge any stu-

dent who has any questions about YAF to
drop me a line at the YAF P.0.80x (Box #L
97) in McElroy and I will see to it that your
questions are answered promptly. Also, I
once again ask Tom Barbera, Joe Harkins,
James Yon Hendy, and Michael Kamp to
document the charges that they have made. I
will be looking forward to your responses,

am told by attending students, all one must do
to eat is present his I.D. card upon entering
the cafeteria. This entitles the person to
unlimited food nineteen times a week. Why is
hell can't Boston College do that? I sure hope
this revised meal plan the article alludes to,
will do so. However, I'm sure any price hike
or revision will only be a step in the wrong

Sincerely,
Bill Abely A&S'Bl

Sincerely,
Daniel Y. Ostertag

gentlemen.

Higher Costs and
Better Service

To the Editor:
As can be expected, I was very upset to
read of the impending price hike of the BC
meal plan. ("Room and Board Costs to Rise
Significantly," Nov. 5"). However, an
increase wouldn't bother me if it was put
toward an improved plan. Why do I have the
feeling it won't?
1 have been attending this college now for
just over two months, and I am damn sick of
the present system. I am supposedly allocated
twelve meals per week. Up until now I've
been averaging about eleven. Yet, I'm about
ten days ahead of the suggestedpick-up dates.
At this rate I'll probably be out of points of
December 10. This is a disgrace. A respected
college shouldn't impart such an incredibly
awful plan upon its students. Maybe the
Boston College World Hunger Committee
should raise money for the 8,000 starving
undergrads across the campus. I know I'm
starving most of the time, and I'm sure most
other people are.
Another disturbing aspect of the price
increase is that the college cafeterias are
charging ridiculous prices for some food.
Coffee, pie, bagels and hamburgers are
among the many things that are overpriced.
They appear to be making large profits on
these. I talked to a cashier at one of the
cafeterias who confirmed to me the large
profit made on this food.
At Holy Cross and Babson College, as I

direction.

Berrigan Clarification
To the Editor:
I am writing to you in regard to your article
of November 5 "Berrigan Speaks at Fidelis
Way." In the fourth paragraph the reporter
of the story incorrectly stated a few important
facts. She reported that Dan "was arrested in
Danbury, Connecticut in 1968 and was convicted two years later for destroying draft
cards in protest of the Vietnam war. He
escaped from Federal Prison and.evaded the
F.8.1, but was caught at Block Island, Rhode
Island."
This sequence of events needs some
clarification. In May of 1968, Dan and his
brother Philip, along with seven others
entered theSelective Service Center in Catonsville, Maryland, removed hundreds of
classified l-A files and burned them with
homemade napalm in a nearby parking lot.
They were all brought to trial and sentenced
to prison terms of 2-6 years. Dan did not
report to begin his sentence on the required
date and as he likes to put it, "went
underground." He eluded the F.8.1, for
almost four months. Before he was finally
captured at the home of his good friends,
William Stringfellowand Anthony Towne, at
their home on Block Island. Whereupon he
began to serve his sentence at Danbury
Federal Prison for his actions.
I just wanted to clear that up.
Thanks
Gene Roman
SOM '82

Ten Years Ago
at The Heights

Editors note: While nostalgia may not be the "in thing" at Boston College these days, thefact
remains that a look to the past often lends a helpjul perspective to today's events. With that in
mind weplan to include thisfeature in The Heights on a somewhat regular basis.
The following are clipsfrom The Heights' November 10. 1969 issue.

Housing Crisis Continues;
UHB suggests new housing
Rev. W. Seavey Joyce, S.J., university president, assured the University Housing Board
(UHB) last week that the university would purchase new housing to solve the critical shortage
of beds for 1970.
Negotiations are now in progress for the acquiring of certain unannounced buildings in the
surrounding community.
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NAC Confronts Joyce on ROTC Issue

BC's President, Rev. W. Seavey Joyce told November Action Committee members last
Monday that, "ROTC as it now is on campus is all right."
Joyce said, alongwith his comment about ROTC, "I don't see that there is any problem with
imperialism.
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Last week's anti-ROTC demonstration by the BC November Action Committee came shortly before it was learned that the UAS Committee on Curricular and Educational Policy might
reach a conclusion on the status of ROTC before the month is over.

Newton Residents Continue Complaining About Campus
The Chestnut Hill Resident Association (CHRA) began private negotiations with BC last
Monday to discuss citizen's complaints on parking and noise on the upper campus area.
The CHRA began as an ad hoc committee in the wake of BC's application to the land use
committee of the Board of Aldermen for approval of construction of the Town House on the
upper campus.

MIT: Confrontation Politics in the Year 1969
The November Action Committee ended five consecutive days of activity planned primarily
at ending MIT war research Saturday with a march of 400 men to the Copley Sq. draft office to
hear Jerry Rubin a Yippee on trial in Chicago for conspiracy to plan the DemocraticConvention riot in 1968.
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Coeds to Transfer
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Transfer procedures for 100 Nursing and Education coeds to A&S in September 1970 will
begin in early March.
A&S Dean Richard Hughes addressing the meeting said that a girl's major would strongly
influence the ease of transfer.
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COMMENTARIES
Judicial Board: "Effective, Consistent, and Fair"
by Nancy Gill
As chairperson of the Student Judicial Board, I do not

believe that a fair representation of the progress, process,
consistency, and efficiency of this new element of the Boston
College Judicial System was afforded in last week's Heights
article entitled "UGBC Dissatisfied: Hanrahan Attends
Hearings."
,>
First of all, I do~not believe that it was fair for UGBC
President Dan Cotter to say that the Student Judicial Board
(SJB) "... hasn't worked well at all, it hasn't been working
consistently like it's supposed to have been." Mr. Cotter is
certainly entitled to his opinion, but his opinion should be
based upon direct experienceand/or information concerning
the iternal methodology and philosophy employed by the
SJB, UGBC believes the judicial process is unsatisfactory
for these reasons:
1) The SJB was not fully operational until the third week
in September.
2) Father Hanrahan, Dean of Students, was present at
four hearings (out of 25), and assumed the role of
chairperson for the first part of one of those SJB hearings.
3) Father Hanrahan's presence at a SJB hearing is
"conceptually wrong."
4) Mr. Cotter is not "perfectly convinced" that when a
person walks into the Dean of Student's Office, "their
options and rights are really explainedto them."
5) The "Dean of Students' Office has been very hesitant to
loosen it's grip on ... disciplinary actions."
I would like to respond to each of these points.
1) The Student Judicial Board was in training until the
second week of September, and its members were not
qualified until that time to assume their roles as active
Board Members or Chairpersons. An incomplete listing of
telephone numbers and addresses also hindered any
immediate possibility of notifying a full board (i.e. 5 board
members and I chairperson) with sufficient advance notice
that they must be present at hearings on a certain date. The
Dean of Students Office was also lacking two Assistant
Deans, one of whose positions was to coordinatethe Student
Judicial Board process. Within one week of trainingcompletion, and despite an under-staffed Dean of Students' Office
and imcomplete telephoneand address listings of members,
the Student Judicial Board Hearings were under way.
2) Father Hanrahan was present at three hearings, assuming the role of impartial observer. He assumed the role of
chairperson at one hearingin addition to those; the cause for
this was a communicative misunderstanding. The
chairperson for that case assumed that Father Hanrahan
was merely going to introduce the Board, defendants and
complainants. Fathers Hanrahan assumed that the Board
wanted to see an example of how the hearings, procedurally
and logically, should take place. This matter was discussed
between the chairpersons and the Dean of Students, and it
was resolved that such an incident would never be repeated.
In all four cases where Father Hanrahan was present, he had
absolutely no part in the final decisions, deliberations,
voting, or impositions of sanctions. I believe that any Board
member or Chairperson will agree that due process was
entirely and comprehensively insured for every involved stu-

dent, that all relevant questioning took place, and that fair
decisions were reached in each of these four cases regardless
of whether the Dean of Students was present.
3) In a meeting on November 7, 1979,between Vice President for Students Affairs Kevin Duffy, Assistant Vice President for Student Affairs Pam Lassiter, Dean of Students
Edward J. Hanrahan, S.J., Assistant Dean of Students
Michael Ryan, UGBC Co-Chairperson of the Student
Rights Advisory Committee Chris Duggan, UGBC
Executive Vice President Joseph Lambert, and Student
Judicial Board Chairpersons Raymond Delßianco, Nancy
Gill, and Ellen Recko, an acceptable and agreeable resolution regarding whether a representative from the Dean of
Students Office may be present at Student Judicial Board
Hearings was reached. That decision is described in detail in
ar articleelsewhere in this issue of The Heights.
4) Mr. Cotter or the Students Rights Advisory Committee should definitely continue to investigate the matter
of whether students are given their options when they
become involved with the judicial system. The SJB
wholeheartedly supports such an investigation and will be
pleased to offer any assistance it is able to in this regard.
However, I do not believe that such an issue is related to or
is cause for a statement inferring that the SJB itself is inconsistent and has problems.
5) The Dean of Students has absolutely no jurisdiction
over cases once a student has chosen the Student Judicial
Board and the case is referred to and decided upon by the
SJB unless the SJB decisioncalls for dismissal or suspension
from Univeristy Housing. In such cases the decision is
approved by the Dean of Students Office (or denied) before
any sanction is formally invoked upon that student. Students
who are familiar with the BC Judicial System would be
aware of that; a description of same appears in the BC Student Guide. My personal opinion is that any student called
to the Dean of Students Office should be prepared and fully
aware of the procedure and options that are available to him
or her, prior to any contact with that office.
In summary, 1 would simply like to point out that Boston
College has a new Student Judicial Board, that the board
has been active, effective, consistent, and fair, and that The
Heights did not deem it necessary to find that out until an
appropriate "scandal" or questionablepractice was brought
to their attention. I was about to ask them to do a story on
the SJB several weeks ago, since I realize they are not able
to find all the news that's fit to print (or otherwise) at BC. At
that time I was contacted to have my photograph taken with
the other chairpersons, presumably to accompany such an
article. Neither myself nor any other SJB member (to my
knowledge) heard any more about the alleged article until
after Sister Ann Morgan (Asst. Dean of Students), Father
Hanrahan (Dean of Students), Dan Cotter (UGBC President), Chris Duggan and Mike Murphy (Co-Chairpersons of
the Student Rights Advisory Committee) were contacted in
regard to UGBC's concern that Father Hanrahan was present at a few hearings.
My concern is that the SJB members and chairpersons
were not given a fair chance to evaluate the process in which
they are entirely and directly involved. Neither UGBC nor

Clearing the Air on YAF
Richard Seufert
Young Americans for Freedom has been in the minds of
many students in the past five weeks. Unfortunately, many
falsehoods about the purposes (and inclinations) of this
organization were being circulated on campus through The
Heights. A positive, clear picture of the aims of the Young
Americans for Freedom (YAF) chapter at Boston
College is needed.
YAF has been on campus since last semester, but only
now are we being noticed by the entire university as a result
of our campaign to restore one of our basic freedoms, that of
free association. We believe that each student should be
allowed to knowingly and freely choose which campus
political group to support. Mass PIRG abrogated this right.
In response we urged Boston College students to take back
their money so that this deceptive fundraising methodwouldbe removed from our tuition bill altogether.
I agree with John Pito's assertion in last week's Heights
that PIRG's justification of its funding method was
ridiculous. He says PIRG justifiesit by claiming to be "good
for society". But, so are thousands of other groups.
Wouldn't it be ridiculous if four dollarsadded to our tuition
bills for each of them?
Young Americans for Freedom begain in 1960 at the
home of William F. Buckley, Jr. in Sharon, Connecticut in
response to the growing left-wing radicalism on campuses.
At the time there wereno collegiate advocates of freedom,
free enterprise, lower taxes, smaller government, and so on.
YAF filled that vacuum and is now the largest such
organization in the nation, with over 55,000 members and
supporters nationwide.
We believe that political and economic freedom are
inseparable, and that our federal government has been continuously intruding on these freedoms. The growth of
government at every level has been so alarming, that taxes
by

now consume about 44% of the average American'sincome.
This will- appropriatelyenough- reach 50% in 1984.
According to our credo, the Sharon Statement, "the purposes of government are to protect these freedoms through
the preservation of internal order, the provision of national
defense, and the administrationof justice..."
We believe that the government has tampered with the
free enterprise system to the point of crippling it. Free
enterprise is the economic system most compatiblewith the
requirements of personal freedom, and is the most efficient
means of satisfying public demand.
"When government interferes with the work of themarket
economy," says the Sharon Statement, "it tends to reduce
the moral and physical strength of the nation; that when it
takes from one man to bestow on another, it diminishes the
incentive of the first, the integrity of the second, and the
moral autonomy of both."
This is just a fragment of the set of principles that we of
Young Americans for Freedom hope to communicate to
Boston College. We welcome any inquiriesthrough campus
mail (Box L-97).
Specifically, YAF at BC has selected just a few issues of
concern to students: for instance, we favor the volunteer
army, because we reject the calls by many for reinstatement
of the peacetime draft or national service. In the future, we
will be concerned with several such issues as tuition tax
credits and right-to-work laws. We advocate the passage of
right-to-work laws, which would exempt students from compulsory unionism.
These are just a few issues that we will be focusing on, and
I hope you will join us. After all, all you have to lose is your
freedom.

Submitted by Richard Seufert, Chairman of Young
Americans for Freedom of Boston College SOM '82.

the Dean of Students office can give a more accurate
description and evaluation of the Student Judicial Board
progress thus far than the SJB membersthemselves and students who have gone through the SJB process. I believe that,
at a time when we most needed the support of the student
population and organizations, as well as representative and
fair coverage by The Heights, we simply were not afforded
an equal say. I also believe that a certain amount of damage
has been done, and that the Student Judicial Board was
referred to as inconsistent and as having problems, be it
directly or indirectly, in last week's Heights article. Any new
system is bound to have some problems during its initial
stages, but I firmly believe that our successes, hard work,
and total dedication to the ensurance of due process by the
Student Judicial Board were not emphasized or discussed in
a representative and fair fashion in last week's article.
The Student Judicial Board is extremely proud of its
efforts and believes that any student who has participated in
or witnessed a SJB hearing will agree that everyone involved
was treated with all due fairness and due process. If any
person does not agree, we will be more than happy to discuss
the matter, review their reasons for such disagreement, and,
if necessary, grant those persons an appeal as appropriately
stated in the BC Student Guide.
Submitted by Nancy Gill in agreement with Ray Delßianco
and Ellen Recko (All Chairpersons of the SJB)
READ
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Looking tor something to buy?
Trying to sell a stereo or bike?
Need to find a roommate fast?
Whatever you may need, the Heights Classifieds may be the answer for you.
If you can say it in fifteen words, The Heights will print your classified for only
$250 Just complete the form below, bring it to The Heights office with your
payment and let The Heights do the rest. Don't miss this unique opportunity
to reach the entire Boston College community.
Advertise today!

.

The Heights. BC's Information Center. McElroy 113.
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OFFERS A DISCOUNT TO BC

Offer Expires
Dccl
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STUDENTS ONLY

UPON PRESENTING THIS COUPON OR STUDENT ID
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(includes shampoo, cut, styling)

(includes shampoo and styling)

j
[ Male Students

i\u25a0Female Students
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CveningS

~ ~9-7:30
Mon-Fri
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Sat 9-5
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Haircuts
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$45 and up
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Hennas NOW

Newton Centre

103'UnionSt.atPicadillySq.
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964-8533
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Paul S. Nadlei
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Moneim El-Meligi. Ph.D.
London University. Internationally known clinical
psychologist, author, leeturer, and consultant.' Specialist in leadership behaA.
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by Walt Montague

A Third World Law Journal has been created in recognition of the
need for a law journal focusing on the indigenous concerns of third world
people, according to the journal's Editor-in-Chief Maurice HopeThompson. Citing the lack of such a journalin the legal community as
well as intermittent coverageof third world issues in law journals, a body
of BC law students have decided to start a Third World Law Journal.
The observationof the Law School's Golden Anniversary provided a
good opportunity to launch a non-traditional type of law journal, said
Hope-Thompson. As of last Thursday, the Journal was denied approval
from theLaw School's PublicationCommittee to formallybecomea part
of the BC Law School.
According to Hope-Thompson, the journal has received permission
from both the deanof the Law School and the Publications Committee to
re-submit its request to become an official BC Law publication. Should
the decision, which they expect next week, be against the new journal
again, Hope-Thompson said that the Third World Law Journal will
publish anyway as an independentpublication.
The journal staff is open to all interested law students and anyone
interested can contact Hope-Thompson at Ext. 4413.

S. George Walters. Ph.D.?
New York University. Former

top

corporate

leader in Creative Management Planning, developer of
the school's unique Interfunctional Management Program, author. Professor of
Business Administration.

s« Wk
Jof Wry

FACUTYAT
T-i

Third World Law Journal
Awaiting Approval

qj.«4.?

Offers yOU an Opportunity tO
study with one of the nation's
most distinguished faculties in
management education
whether as a full-time or parttime student. The Rutgers
MBA program is one of three
in the N.Y. Metropolitan Area
accredited by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of
Business.
Trimester Study program.
Full-time admissions June and
September. Part-time admissions September and February.

Rosa Oppenheim, Ph. D.
Polytechnic Institute of
Brooklyn. Recipient of the
Teacher of the Year Award,
Research and Publications
in Mathematical Programmin 6 and GraP n Theory.
Member Society of Women
Engineers and Operations
Research Society of Amerlc Assistant Professor of
Business Administration
?

Energy Fast Day Slated
for November 29

,.

by Lisa Gallagher

On Thursday, November 29th, theStudent Energy Commission will be

f

sponsoring an energy fast day. The purpose of the energy fast day is to let
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rutgers university

Graduate School of Business Administration
92 New street> Newark, N.J. 07102
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Please send me full information on your
mba program.
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Name
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AJJ

Address

Convenient locations on our Newark
Campus and in the New Brunswick Area.
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WDlfflED ABOUT BALDING?
HAIR
END BALDNESS

the student body know that there is energy being wasted on campus.
For one day, everyone will be encouragedto cut back on their electrical
consumption. This includes the use of hair dryers, stereos, and lights. The
Commissionwould like to see the heat turned down for the day in dorms
and classrooms. Also, they feel one elevator could be shut down in
buildings where there are two or more elevators.
The Commission realizes that a lot of the energy wasted can be
attributed to technical factors such as bad heaters but feels that the students can still be effective in conserving energy.
This is the second year the energy fast day has been conducted. Last
year, 15% of the energy normally used was saved. This year,the Commission is hopingthat 20% to 25% of theenergy can be saved. Commissioner
of the Student Energy Commission Henry Lubas said, "I would like
everyone to participate. It's not being done for ourselves but for
everybody in the university."
The Student Energy Commission's future plans include a program in
conjunction with the Energy Forum Committee in March. Speakers from
all over New England will discuss the future of energy. Topics will
include nuclear energy and the ethical and social problems with energy.
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Medical Scienceknows only
one way to regrew hair...a
M
WF
merJlcal hair transplant.
\u25a0?
It realty works! Your own
\u25a0
\u25a0
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natural hair grows in balding m
W
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areas. Usually lasts a
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Btetime. Forget forever
m
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fussy hair piece coverups.
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so-caied cure-all nonsense.
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Discover how easily and well
gflr WM
an economical medical hair
m
transplant works at the nations
WM jR m *n Ljg
largest organizationdevoted
exclusively lo the art of
medical hair transplants.
End Baldness Once & For All.
M
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Henry Lubas and Carol Glionna ol the Student Energy-Commission distributed the BC Resident Guide to Saving Energy and sold "Do it in the
dark" T-shirts in McElroy Foyer last week. (Photo by Suzy Coffay)
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Nestle Debates INFACT
by Patricia Hemsley

Representatives of Nestle and
INFACT debated Nestles involvement in promoting infant formula in
the Third World last Tuesday evening in McGuinn Auditorium.
Nestle, a Swiss company, has
been selling its products in Third
World countries for 60 years and
many groups including INFACT
(Infant Formula Action Coalition)
have been protesting the company's
promotion of infant formula. In
Third World countries, infant formula may consume up to 50% of a
family's income. It is often mixed
with contaminated water and subject to poor refrigeration.
Acaording to INFACT, these factors lead to "predictability of misuse" and eventually, infant death
due to malnutrition and increased
susceptibility to disease.
INFACT identifies itself as a
pressure group. Steve Wirtz, the
INFACT representative at the
debate, asserted that "the world is
not beyond our control, and we as
citizens can influence it... Industry
changes as they are forced to
change."
One of the ways INFACT is try-

ing to influence Nestle is through a
boycott. UGBC supports the
boycott.

James Carter from the Office of
Corporate Responsibility for Nestle
stated that "Nestle no longer advertizes in the Third World." This
came as a result of a WHO (World
Health Organization) Conference
held earlier this year in which Nestle
promised full cooperation with the
guidelines set by WHO and
UNICEF.
Wirtz said Nestle has built an
image and established a following in
the Third World. He held that more
needs to be done than simply the
cessation of advertising. Informing
mothers thatbreast feeding is better
than infant formula and that infant
formula must be used correctly to
be beneficial are the answers which
IN FACT has proposed for the

one killer in the Third World is disease. When queried as to whether or
not Nestle would resume advertising
if pressure groups such as INFACT
stopped their activities, he replied
with a quote from David Gerant,
president of Nestle, "Nestle supports wholeheartedlythe final statement issued by WHO and
UNICEF. Our operations are and
will be from now on totally consistent with these recommendations.
Should there be a need for public
clarification, we intend to lean over
backwards to avoid any practice
that could be interpreted as inconsistent."
The representative was also
questioned as to the effect the
boycott has had on the company's
profits. He said, "I really do not
know."

James Carter from the Officeof Corporate Responsibility for Nestle stated
that Nestle no longer advertises in theThird World. (Photo by Suzy Coffay)

problem.

INFACT does not dispute the
fact that Nestles products are
nutritious. But Wirtz explained that
when the formula is mixed with contaminated water, the infant's
already weak immunity is further
weakened.
Carter asserted that the number

Giant Discount Prices -We Will Not Be Undersold On Ke

Visit Our New Gift & Ceramic Department
Free Gift Wrapping

KEGS \u2605 CHEAP
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Pabstl

White French
Bordeaux WINE
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,"lb.,
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I

Rolling Rock Bottles
£s*gg &Cans
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<£? 1 99
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INFACT Representative Steve Wirtz told the audience at the Nestles
debate that Nestle should work to inform mothers in the third world
countries that breast feeding Is better than infant formula unless the formula is used correctly. (Photo by Suzy Coffay)

Think you can sell?

If so. The Heights may have a job
for you. We're looking for a good
salesperson to sell advertising
space. You must have a car.
Excellent experience and good
earnings potential. If you think
you may be interested, contact
Carl Anderson in McElroy 113.

CAREERDAY
Saturday, November 17,
10:30am-2:30pm

GASSON HALL
Alumni from the following fields will
be present to discuss their careers:
Health
Legal
PR/Communications Social Services
Computers Gov't/Public Administration Science
Education

Personnel

Finance/Banking

Merchandising/Sales

Management

Seminars in resume writing, interview taking,
and job search strategy-each to be offered
at 10:30am, 11:30am, and I:3opm.
Sponsored by UGBC, Alumni Association,
and CPPC.
_^
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Police Blotter: Exhibitionists, Drunk Driving, Assault
the "jogger" ran up Commonwealth
Aye. toward BC. The student
described the "jogger" as a white
male, 5' 10" tall, and weighing about
South St. The student was walking 200 lbs. He was wearing blue jeans
toward her residence when a jogger and a white shirt and he had
ran past her and said hello. Some medium length brown hair, brown
moments later, the same jogger eyes and a moustache.
On Sunday morning, November 4
reappeared and exposed himself.
The student screamed and ran into at 1:30 a.m., BC police arrested a
herresidence at 39 South St. while non-student in the mods for driving
by Nan Quinn
On Thursday, November 8 at
12:30 a.m., a white male exposed
himself to a female BC student on

.

~
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Vi Fare Coupons
Can Save You 100's of Dollars
Each United or American Vi farecoupon gives 50% off on first class or
coach round trip flights within Continental U.S. through Dec. 15.
-Only $45 Per CouponTo Order:
Call 617-842-1111
or Write MERGO, Inc.
340 Main St.
Worcester, MA
01608
Please enclose check
Master Charge & VISA accepted.
24-hour delivery available.

.

under the influence of alcohol and Newton Police are now handling the team's locker room in McHugh
assault and battery with a matter;
Forum. Uniforms and equipment
dangerous weapon on two counts. A
Four white males attacked a BC were taken sometime between
BC security officer, patrolling the student as he walkedto his residence Thursday, November 1 and Monarea on foot, reported a car being on Crosby Rd. at midnight Friday, day, November 5 at 4:30 pm.
driven through the mods at 30-35 November 3. The student was
The Boston College Police
m.p.h. The patrolman ordered the beaten up and hid in the woods of Department urges all resident' studriver, who was a Waltham resithe surrounding residential area dents to request repairs that lend to
dent, to stop, but the car continued after fleeing from his attackers. The security of their rooms or aparton until it became cornered next to four males that assaulted the stu- ments before Thanksgiving vacathe construction of the new dordent came from the direction of tion. Students who need repairs to
mitory. At this time, the driver hit Fenwick Hall on Upper Campus.
doors and/or windows Should
the car of two BC policemen with
A theft occurred in the soccer request maintenance immediately.
his car as he purposely backed into
them. The police officers then
arrested him.
On Saturday November 3, four
males in a copper-colored Pontiac
station wagon threatened a man and
things??!
these
these
a woman in a Chevrolet Monte \u25a0 What are these
Carlo on College Rd. After iThey have stood stoically at the corner of the!
threatening the occupants of the
near Fulton and Carney for as long
Monte Carlo, the driver of the stacan
Are they modern art? Cosmic!
remember.
tion wagon proceeded to ram the
other car. The occupants of the
irtders? Or perhaps they release heat into
Monte Carlo obtained the license
number of the station wagon and \u25a0atmosphere from some underground energy!

MYSTERY CONTEST
. . . . ...
Edustbowl

as!

Ewe

the!

Jstarf

One unconfirmed report says they are!
lused to monitor the tilting of Gasson TowerE
l(What, you didn't know Gasson is tilting?)
Well, whatever they really are may never be|
for certain. The Heights, however, in a|
effort to revive creative thinking at|
Boston College, is offering a prize of $10 to the!
I\u25a0person
who can provide us with the most original!
\u25a0explanation for why these green things exist.
Write your answer on a 3 X 5 index card (or!
\u25a0reasonable facsimile) and submit it to the editor!
\u25a0before 5:00 p.m. on Friday. No purchase!
\u25a0necessary.
\u25a0source.

UGBC Cultural Committee Presents

A NIGHT AT

[known
[mammoth

THE BOSTON BALLET
Limited number of ORCHESTRA SEATS
available to the NUTCRACKER SUITE
on Thurs., Dec. 6. Substantially discounted
tickets go on sale Wed., Nov. 14 for $5.

I

I

Bostons highest farm of entertainment
costs less than a movie.

I
1

I DISCOVER

URUTGERS

THE STATE UNIVERSITY
OF NEW JERSEY

Visit with our representative
It'sthe Hancock Tower Observaground,
atop the tallest building in New Erg\u25a0 land. And from here you can see and
feel the total Boston experience.
With 60 miles of breathtaking
scenery, it's the most fantastic view of
Bostonthere is. Especially at
I
Plus you'll see multi-media exhibits
like an exciting light and sound show

9
I

tory located 740 feet abovethe

foot scale model of Boston in 1775.
The Observatory is open Monday

___"_

through Saturday from fam toilpm

and Sunday? from noon oil 12pm. every '

dayexcept Thanksgiving and
Christmas. Admission for students with

a college 1.0. is only $1 2S.YouII find
our ticket office on St. James Avenue
opposite Copley Square.
So next time you spend a night on
the town, visit Boston's highest spot. It's
not only Jess expensive than a movie.
-t
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See Boston.
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DATE: Monday, November 19, 1979
TIME: 9:00 a.m.-12:00 noon
PLACE: Career Planning & Placement
38 Commonwealth Aye.
Rutgers, a major research university, offers nearly 240 degree programs through
eleven graduate and professional schools.
Currently, over 13,000 students are enrolled in master's, specialist, and doctoral
level study at New Brunswick-Piscataway,
Newark, and Camden. The university
makes available numerous assistantships,
fellowships, and scholarships on a competitive basis.
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Committee Suggests Hiring More Security
M.E. Malone
New security measures to reduce
the amount of vandalism and
violence on Lower Campus have
been proposed by a committee
which has been monitoring this
problem since early last month.
The major recommendation of
the proposal is for the university to
hire several off-duty Newton and
Brighton policemen on the
weekends. They would be responsible for all medical transports and
for patrolling St. Gabriel's. This
would allow seven BC security
officers to remain on campus at all
limes, according to the committee.
In addition, the proposal recommends that three BC graudate students be hired as dorm receptionists,
one for each of the Hillside Apartments and one for the Reservoir
Apartments. These receptionists
would be equipped with two-way
radios or telephones to call for
assistance if necessary. The receptionist's duty, according to the
proposal, would consist of checking
identification of people entering the
buildings. They would also be
authorized to confiscate open liquor
in common areas such as lounges
by

and hallways.
informedof the specifics.
It is believed that the dorm receptionists would take "some of the
burden off the resident assistants
Once the proposal is written, "it
and keep more outsiders from enterwill be presented to all the departing the buildings," according to ments involved," according to
UGBC Vice-President Joe Collins. The final decision will be
made by Executive Vice-President
Lambert.
The committeewhich drew up the Frank Campanella.
recommendations consisted of
Lambert. Director of Housing
There are two potential problems
Richard Collins, Resident Staff with the recommendation, Lambert
Coordinator Robert Capalbo, said. There may be specific union
Hillside Area Co-ordinator Tom regulations prohibiting the hiring of
Saxton, and The Heights Editor-in- off-duty policemen. Also, a new
Chief Patrick Carome.
regulation was passed late last week
by the Massachusetts legislature
Many ideas about security were concerning medical transport. It is
discussed by the committee. not yet known if the new law will
Lambert stated, "UGBC sees added affect BC or the new security
security as a necessary element in proposal.
solving the problems on Lower
Campus. It is still a priority issue."
"The purpose of the meeting was
to discuss security options,"
Carome said. "I'm just amazed that
no one from security was sitting on
the committee." Chief Kenneth
Watson did not wish to comment
until the proposal is officially
issued, since he has not been

PIRG Advocates Tax Justice Act
Francis Nicoll
BC's Mass PI RG chapter is seeking 2,000 signatures in support of
the proposed Massachusetts Tax
Justice Act, according to PIRG
member Celia Pittman. 5,000
by

Gates to Limit Campus Access
Lisa Brown
Gates and guarhouses will be
installed at Lower Campus
entrances as part of an effort which
has been underway since September
to control all access of cars onto
campus, according to BC Police
Chief Kenneth Watson.
The St. Ignatius Church entrance
and the newly completed access
road beside Reservoir Apartments
will be equipped with gates and
guardhouses. Where possible, the
fixtures already situated on campus
will be moved to these entrances so
they can be occupied at all times.
Complaints from nearby residents and the general confusion
created by the Beacon Street
entrance near the new garage have
by

prompted the university to hire a
consultant to redesign this area.
Chief Watson explained that a three
or four month long trial period will
precede any major reconstruction to
determine the best possible solution
to the problem. During that time,
temporary blockades, such as sand
bags, will be used to redirect traffic.
Eventually Watson said at least one
gate will be closed at 11 p.m. but
there will be one entrance open on
Lower Campus at all times. In addition to monitoring the entrances,
speed bumps will be installed on the
Lower Campus Road to reduce the
speed of cars driving through
campus.
"All this takes time," said
Watson, pointing to the amount of

As part of the effort to increase security on lower campus, gates and
guardhouses will be staffed and, where necessary, installed at all lower
campus entrances. See related story below. (Photo by Mary O'Keeffe)

construction on campus and the
need to find out how the new garage
will be utilized. "People will have to
be a little patient," he said. "This is
all new to us, and we'll have to learn
by experience."
Lt. Albert Browne emphasized
that BC police "have no intention of
turning this place into a fortress. We
just want to keep out
troublemakers, those who don't
have a legitimate reason? for being
on this campus."
According to both Watson and
Browne, one of the objectives of the
BC Police Department is to keep
the inconvenience to the total community at a minimum. They
stressed that it will take time to
work out a final satisfactory system
of controlling the traffic on campus.

SCIENCE FICTION
we buy used science fiction pb's

PAPERBACK
BOOKWORM

* CLEVELAND
CIRCLE

m

signatures are needed statewide to
"get this piece of legislation on
referendum by 1980." The deadline
for the signed petition is November
29.
The Tax Justice Act would lower
property taxes by 15% (10% for
industries) while not cutting any
stale services. This will be managed
by closing current tax loopholes.
Extra revenue from plugging
loopholes is projected to be "about
$270 million annually.
enough to
compensate for the property tax
rollback." This is in direct contrast
to Proposition 2/2. Pittman said
Proposition Vh promises to "cut the
state budget by two thirds."
Another advantage to Tax Justice
according to Pittman is that it
would tax corporations more heavily and strictly. In addition, property
taxes will be more evenly distributed

.

between tax brackets. According to
Tax Justice campaigners, "Since
1957 the corporate share of all state
and local taxes has dropped by onefourlh." Also, those taxpayers with
smaller incomes pay a much larger
percentage of their wages toward
property taxes than do more
affluent property holders.
Pittman added that there will be a
"limit on taxes so that they can't
rise any faster than average real
income. The state will be barred
form adding increased costs to local
budgets."
As stated in a campaign
pamphlet, the Tax Justice Act,
"takes aim at both kinds of
injustice; it closes some of the
loopholes that allow the corporations to get away with tax 'murder'
and uses the money to rollback the
unfair residential property tax."

Use the Heights Classifieds to
buy or sell. See our ad on page 7
for more information

The Heights Classifieds
Your best bet.

National's
"let's talk turkey" rate.

Rent a carfrom National this Thanksgiving, and we'll talk some turkey. Pick
the car up on the Wednesday before Thanksgiving and return it Tuesday
morning and you'll pay only $18.95 a day.
.~*~^^i****mmmm^^
l,m
You pay for gas. Rates are non-dis.JT

The newly renovated but still scenic vending machines in Lyons cafeteria.
(Photo by Tom Gorman)
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HAIR-ALL

1930 Beacon St. at Cleveland Circle 232-6782
Hair Specialists forMen & Women

Men & Woman

BLOW CUTS
Mon.Tues.. & Wed.

WASH &SET

Thurs. Fri.. & Sat.
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WALK-IN SERVICE
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countable and subject to change
without notice. Car must be returned
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day minimum

noonNov. 21 to
noonNov. 27
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Ren a car
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his oidsmoMte Cutlass or similar sizecar.
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Available at:
183Dartmouth St

1651 Massachusetts Aye.(Cambridge)
936 Main St. (Woburn, Mass.)

.426-6830
661-8748

(617)935-9760
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BSF Marches For Human Rights
cided with increasing racial tensions
by Walt Montague
Several BC Black Student Forum in Boston high schools which
members attended the Black culminated September 28 in the
Solidarity Day march for Human shooting of Darryl Williams and
Rights November 5 in New York with generally increasing racial
City.'The National Black Human violence in Boston, especially the
Rights coalition among other murder of many black women
organizations organized Boston stu- between January and May of this
dents attending the rally from BC, year.
BU, Brandeis, and also peoplefrom
Darcel Clark, one of the BC parthe community at large.
ticipants at the rally commented,
The rally occured at a time of "There is too much racial injustice
increased racial violence and ten- going on. Going to school in Boston
sions in the United States. It took where there is much racial tension,
place only two days after the it was worth going to New York to
November 3 shootings of four anti- demonstrate against that. The rally
'
'
Klan
demonstrators in Greensboro, was a way to let the establishment
Now
over,
PIRG staff members are able to return
Ito that the refund period Is
North Carolina. The rally also conknow that we are tired of what is
their regular duties In their McElroy office.
going on and to show just how many
of us are suffering, not only Blacks,
but everyone."
The rally focused on racial tenCampanella objects to using the dition that over 50% of the students sions in the US and attempted to
by Thomas O'Toole
attract the attention of the UN to
The BC Chapter of Mas? PIRG university's invoice powers to fund at BC agree to support PIRG. Sturefunded approximately $12,000 to organizations such as Mass PIRG dents vote to support Mass PIRG in the assertion that the US is not
36% of the students at Boston that are not a part of Boston a referendum held simultaneously recognizing human rights within its
College. Consequently, this final " College itself. Campanella added with the UGBC presidential elec- own borders. Specifically, the rally
tally could.cause Mass PIRG to fire that the university bills for a student tion. On the ballot there is a special addressed issues including police
one staff member and to possibly activitiesfee which UGBC controls. box where students decide whether brutality and murder and terror in
Currently, Mass PIRG is funded or not to support PIRG. Under this the Black community.
postpone a Vista project that was to
Demands were made for an end
begin in April.
by money from thestudent activities contract Mass PIRG must also
In light of the recent controversy fee. Each student at Boston College provide a refund period. Last spring to acts by white terrorist organizaover refunding, Mass PIRG State pays this $24 fee, which is on the tui79% of the students that voted on tions, such as the Ku Klux Klan,
Board member Tom Barbera said tion bill, to UGBC. With this the referendum agreed to support and for the United Nations to
investigate the situation.
this year's refund of 36% was second money UGBC organizes various PIRG for this year.
Those at the rally charged the
Looking ahead, Barbera plans to
only to that of 1976when 46% of the programs and activities for the stustudents collected theirrefunds.
dents.
propose the check-off system once United States government with not
Barbera added that, in the past,
In a contract between UGBC and again in the Spring, during a complying with the Geneva agreePIRG has proposed alternative Mass PIRG, $4 out of the $24 fee is meeting between Mass PIRG and ment regarding the treatment of
the administrationof BC.
means of funding to the administra- given to fund PIRG under the conDolitical prisoners. A reauest for the
tion of Boston College which have
been consistently refused. PIRG
came up with a check-offrefunding
system which would allow students
to check off a special box on their
tuition bill for funding Mass PIRG.
Executive Vice-President Frank
?
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Last Sunday's Purity Supreme Road Race finished at the corner of EC's Shea Field. (Photo by Mary O'Keefe)
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Mark Adams, another BC participant, described the march; "As
we were marching, a lot of people
were joining in, marching, chanting.
Members of theWhite and Hispanic
communities joined in too. People
were aware of what was going on.
There were Blacks, Whites,
Hispanics, Moslems, and
Rastafarians. The Rastafarians
were the most radical."
Even though the demonstrators
were prohibited from protesting in
front of the UN, some protestors
jumped barricades and voiced their
demands from the front steps of the
UN. These included some
Rastafarians, members of a WestIndies based religious cult, who
made emotional pleas for the
recognition of human rights.
Several mounted patrolmen blocked
the steps of the UN from the rest of
the demonstrators. The crowd
became agitated by the police
barricade.
New York officials estimated the
crowd to. be well over 3,000 people.
After the scuffling in front of the
UN, the crowds went across the
continuedon page 14
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establishment of a United Nations
commission to investigate the
human rights violation of Black
prisoners held in local, state, and
federal prisons was presented.
Other charges were directed
against social, and economic discrepencies of poorpeople.
The harshest charge against the
government was that of genocide.
Rally leaders demanded that the
UN force the US government to
account for gross human rights
violations and genocide, as defined
by the UN Convention on
Genocide, of Black people living in
America.
Speakers at the rally came from
divergent backgrounds. Present
were national representatives of the
Black United Front, Zehdi Terzi,
and P.L.O. Representative to the
United Nations.
The Human Rights Rally levied
charges against the Carter human
rights campaign, stating that,
"Carter'shuman rights campaign is
a strategy to put the world's governments on the defensive while
presenting America to the world's
people as a big brother and champion of human rights."
The march and rally went rather
peacefully, beginningin Harlemand
proceeding to theUN. In NewYork
City the rally attractedmuch atten-
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This issue of National Lampoon contains some pretty
spicy material. Some people unused to such spicy
humor had to drink glass after glass of water while
reading the love issue.
You can learn alot about all kinds of love from
the November issue. If you're really ignorant, you can
learn one hell of a lot.
But don't take our word for it. Pick up a copy at
your bookstore or newsstand today. And if you get
some kind of a disease, don't blame us. You picked
up the magazine. It's your fault.
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WRC Plans Womenwords
by Darcy Munson

"Womenwords," the literary and
art pamphlet compiled and distributed by the Women's Resource
Center will be published in
December. The deadline for all submissions has been extended to Friday, November 16.
Co-editors of "Womenwords,"
Karen Castellano and Alicia
laniere, stated that the content of
the pamphlet is wide-open, allowing
a free range of artwork, photos and
poetry. Articles have been submitted for publication in
"Womenwords" by women in
Management and the School of
Nursing. The purpose of
"Womenwords" is to provide a
sense of community to the women
on campus.
The pamphlet was first published
in 1976. Its purpose at that time was
to provide information regarding
on-campus activities and programs
for women. Since then the pamphlet
has been divided into two publications, "Womenergy" and

"Womenwords." "Womenenergy"
is the primary resource publication
while "Womenwords" is more
literary.

The Women's Resource Center
has been in existence since the early
1970's. It's major aim is to provide
support lor women through informative resources, lectures, and

"camaraderie."

The Women's Resource Center

library contains over 1,200
historical, sociological, literary

volumes. There are seven
periodicals and Tiles for various
magazines and articles from the
recent past and present. Any library
material may be taken out for two

face in today's society is lack of
exposure to the facts of living,
laniere felt that Boston College is a
microcosm of society in which there
is a male tradition. Women have not
been trained to look for careers as
men have. Two of the most common
questions asked by women deal with
the two-career families and health
care. In her publication, "College:
When Future becomes Present,"
Dorothy Zinberg says, "We need to
provide an environment in which all
choices become autonomous choices
rather than responses to current
social trends or outmoded
masculine-feminine stereotypes."

weeks.
Women are encouraged to consult the center's files. Information
regarding career and educational
opportunities as well as a catalog
file of resources in the Boston area
for legal and medical services for
women are also available. The
center also files on services for rape
and abuse victims.
The Women's Resource Center
has not had a full program this first
semester because the program coordinators are trying to find out
what women want. In past years
several programs were done in corrjunction with Haley House, the
Chaplaincy, and the Humanities
Series. This year the center plans to
present a slide program for
freshmen and sophomores which
will be aimed towards making
women aware of the program and to
attract members in the years ahead.
Presently the center is staffed by
three women who co-ordinate and
organize the programs.
According to Alicia laniere,
many of the same people return to
the center year after year. She
would like to see a large group of
women enter into the core of the
organization. She felt, though, that
there is a stigma attached to the
center. At the mention of the center,
some think of radical feminism,
lesbianism, and an unfounded
superiority complex. This is unfair
to the frequenters of the center
because it "excludes people by virtue of a label."
A course supervised by the
Philosophy department, PL 190, is
offered in conjunciton with the
Women's Resource Center.
The major disadvantage women":

Students Dance For Sickle Cell Anemia
by Mary Ellen Sullivan

The first dance marathon for
sickle cell anemia, an event planned
to be held annually, was held by the
Black Student Forum the weekend
of November 2 in the Eagle's Nest.
Of the 15 couples that participated,
11 people actually finished the 24-hour marathon that started at 9:30
p.m. Friday night and ended at 9:30
p.m. Saturday night.
The dance contestants, sponsored
by individuals and local stores,
raised approximately $1400.
Chairperson of the dance Kimberly
Jacobs said, "We wanted to make
other schools aware that there is a
black community at BC that is not
idle, and we wanted to make a
valuable contribution to sickle cell
anemia. I think we managed to do
both."
Forum member Maria Romen
attributed the success of the dance
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Jacobs, who was also head judge,
said the first person did not drop out
until 5:45 a.m. Sunday. "We were
lucky that no one collapsed or was
sick from exhaustion,"she said. The
dancers were permitted a ten minute
break every hour and a fifteen
minute break early Sunday morning
to wash up.
The dancers who completed the
24-hour marathon are Dawn
McNair and Larry Delong, Darren
Watson and Donna Brown, Carlos
Depina and Ingrid Rawlins, Mark
Adams, Lynbon Scaly, Marlon
Mendez, Kevin Murph, and Kevin
Boswell.
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Marathon to the spirit of cooperation among the students. The stereo
was operated by a serieis often student D.J.s, and food for the dancers
was bought with donated points.
"What made it so good was that
everyone was willing to give their
time, plus the fact, we were doing
something we really enjoyed doing,"
commented Romen.
Students from BC and other area
schools were invited to dance, even
if they were not involved with the
actual marathon. "Our peak was at
about 2:30 a.m. Saturday night,"
said Jacobs. "We had about 150
Deoole out on the floor dancing."

H

Black Student Forum members..
continued from page 12
embryonic, consolidation!
The
chanting
street and continued their
Day(
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and protesting. The rest of the rally generated by Black Solidarity
unified|
|
with
a
provide
people
that
will
was peaceful and lasted till five
Jin
L
292 Boylston St., Boston
force and forward momentum for| Qrt
afternoon.
The BC participants thought the the eighties, they said.
rally served the purpose of displayIn 1980, the National Black
ing unity as well as making people
aware of the situation which exists. Human Rights Coalition will be
The hope of the November 5 moving to obtain Nonmobilization was to encourage even Governmental Observer's status at
more organizations and individuals the United Nations. As one BC stugood to
to become a part of the National dent put it,"It made me feel
Black United Front, according to see the support."

J

Members of the Black Student Forum raised $1400 at a benefit DanceMarathon on November 2and 3. Proceeds will go to help research into the
causes and possible cures of Sickle Cell Anemia. (Photo by Stephanie
Martin)
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Student Organizes Committee to Elect Bush
by Armando Cardona

A BC committee to support
George Bush as the 1980
Republican presidential candidateis
presently being organized by BC
student Kathy Alix.
The committee's primary objective is to unite different schools
from all over the state in a concentratedeffort to fully and actively
support Bush. According to Alix,
one of her main concerns right now
is to "try to bring people to the
group and then organize a campaign
on campus." Setting up a table in
McElroy and door to door
pamphleteeringhave been scheduled
for ajdate in the near future.
Alix and four other BC students
formed part of a group of
representatives from several area
universities and colleges that
attended the straw poll held in
Portland, Maine, on Saturday,
November 4, in which all
Republican candidates except
Reagan spoke from 9:00 til 4:15.
Alix said that Bush "was expected
to come in, hopefully, second,
possibly third. It was almost understood Baker would win. When Bush
got up he spoke dynamically, and it
was good because he ended up winning by a percentage over Baker."
According to Alix, Senator
Howard Baker of Tennessee came
in second and John Connally third.
Alix added that she would like to
sec more students become involved,
"because so many don't vote and
that's what we're trying to do, get
people to vote, and get them
hopefully to vote for Bush." She
said that it is important that they
become "aware of what the political
race is all about, not only of Bush
but of the whole scene, because it's
not good to be just aware of Bush if
you're not flware of the competitor."

After the committee is properly
organized; Alix will try to draw
Mrs. Bush, and possibly even her
husband, to speak at BC. According
(o Alix. Dorothy Bush studied at
BC some lime ago.
Alix believes that Bush is "a very
experienced man in what he's done.
He's held a lot of important positions: Head of the CIA. U.S.
Ambassador to the UN, and he was
also in China for over a year. He
overcame Texas when Texas was
purely Democratic, and 1 think....
he's the better man. The whole committee has high hopes that he will
make it. I think he's a strong man, a
very reasonable and responsible
person, and a candidate of his
caliber should get the nomination."
Alix remarked concerning Bush's
support of nuclear power on a shortterm basis. "It's a sad thing to say.
but it is realistic, and you have to be
realistic. That... is a major point.
People can't say .'Don't support
nuclear power' because you have to,
on a short-term basis, anyway."
Bush also strongly favors the Equal
Rights Amendment.

Alix said, "Either nomineewould
be a threat, but personally I believe
Kennedy is going to get it, because
the country is overwhelmed by the
Kennedy name. I think it will be
unfortunate if Kennedy-does get it,

because they (the people) don't
Alix has been politically active
realize what he stands for - national for the past four or five years. She
health insurance. He's going to put was a campaign co-ordinator in
us under, financially, if we go Connecticut for two years and parthrough something like that. The ticipated in an internship program
inflation rate will go sky high.
in Washington while in high school.

UGBC Plans To Hold Tuition Referendums
continuedfrom page I
Holt said that he and Cotter are
"calling on the university to clearly
commit itself to preserving the
economic diversity of the student
population and if possible to
improve that mix."
Cotter felt that the majority of
the Budget Committee is not
pushing "in my opinion as far as
they could be to keep costs down."
Holt said "It's going to take an
extraordinary effort on all of our
parts within the next month to do
the job right." This means, Holt
added, "examining the areas as
closely as possible and as critically
as possible."
Cotter asserted "If people went
through each department, the savings would be fairly significant."
"This is being done in some departments," said Colter, but. Holt
added. "It's not being done across
the board."
The tuition rate itself is expected
to be mainly affected by inflation,
use charges and salaries, according
to Holt and Cotter.
Use charges include debt service
on construction loans and building
depreciation. According to Holt,
depreciation was first introduced
into the Boston College tuition rate
in 1977. This year the use charges
are expected to reflect garage
depreciation as well as other
buildings already included in the

After Thanksgiving, Cotter and
Holt plan to have a series of tuition
forums in residence areas and for
commuters to keep students
informed about the budget situation. They also plan to hold referendums "to give students a chance to
vote on areas. We feel students
should evaluate the costs they're
incurring." Cotter also said they
would be meeting with the trustees.

The BC student is a consumer and he has the right
to have all his costs and
everything that he pays out
accountedfor.
Dan Cotter

the parallex of consumers. "The BC dents and are effecting the universtudent is a consumer and he has the sity and it is in all our best interests
right to have all his costs and to stick together."
everything that he pays out
accountedfor." Cotter asserted that
the bind of costs we're

...

"BC isn't selling a product...we're
selling an educationand people have
the right to have it evaluated; to
have their education and costs
involved evaluated; to have their
housing costs evaluated and their
food service costs evaluated and
accounted for."

Holt said that UGBC will "Call
on students to stand together and to
recognize the kind of costs we're
dealing with even though they do
Cotter said that he and Holt are not effect each individual student
viewing the budget decision from because they are effecting other stu-

...

Cotter urged all students "to pay 1
attention to what we're saying
through out newsletters and forums
and what's reported in The Heights
and keep themselves in touch with
the issue."
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The presupposition that
undergraduate tuitions can
rise is that the economic mix
of our class can change and
were not that concerned
about it. That is wrong.
Nate Holt
In the area of faculty salaries,
Holt said "they're talking of
increases in the area of 13% tying it
in with inflation." Holt and Cotter
are still awaiting the release of new
wage and price guidelines from the
federal government. Holt asserted
"If there are wage and price standards, the University is obligated to
pay attention to them." Holt
expects that faculty salaries will
comply with such guidelines.
Holt noted that the energy budget
for this year. '79 to '80, "will
probably be a half-million too little
or maybe more," because of
increased costs in areas including
energy costs. In setting next year's
budget. Holt said, "we have to
adjust the base upwards by that
amount and then project next year's
increases."
Holt conservatively estimated
energy costs to rise by 15%. UGBC
is planning a community-wide
energy conservation movement in
an attempt to reduce energy use on

dealing with even though
they do not effect each
are
individual student
affecting other students and
are affecting the university
and it is in all our best
interests to stick together.
Nate Holt

Heights

charge.

Alix views Connally and Baker as
Bush's most dangerous opponents
for the Republican presidential
nomination. She thinks that
Kennedy will probably obtain the
Democratic nomination because of
Carter's past performance.
campus.

Financial Vice President John Smith is the Chairman of the University
Budget Committee. In approximately five weeks that committee will make
its recommendation on the tuition hike to Executive Vice President Frank
Campanella. The final tuition decision win be reached at the Board of
Trustees meeting on December 12. (Heights File Photo)
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The organization process for the
Bush committee is still in an early
stage. Alix commented, "I've just
put up signs over the past few days.
I'm just starting to get phone calls
now."
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The Birds Of Camelot
by

Kevin Bears

Teddy, you've finally
done it! You proposed! Now that the strip
lease is over, what will you do for an encore?
No ordinary proposition either, but one
chock full of Great Expectations and
promises of Spiritual Renaissance that
reach deep into the Camelot goody bag. You
made quaint, nostalgic references to your
grandfather (Honey Fitz. God bless him!),
your deadbrothers and (though not directly,
of course), Camelot. You emphasized your
commitment to the poor, the elderly, our
duwn and out minorities or any other group
that will demonstrate the concern of your
saintly, liberal heart. Really Ted, if I wanted
to play up the "concern for the
impoverished" routine I would have avoided
the Quincy Market/Faneuil Hall scene and
announced my candidacy in Roxbury or the
South ErTd. I'd be afraid people would call
me a "candidate of paradoxes."
I have great admiration for your campaign workers (most anyway). They look so
spiffy in those Brooks Brothers, three piece
suits (with pinstripes, too!) A Dick Nixon
Classic, no? I must confess here that I found
Well, well, well,

Davio's

by ThaliaKostandin and
Margaret Graczyk

Davio's. Within the last few weeks we
have heard so much about this restaurant
that we could not resist finding out what it
was all about. Davio's may well be one of
the classiest Italian restaurants in Boston. It
is located eight steps down a flight of stairs
on Newbury Street near Gloucester Street,
but you can't miss it. The lighted lamp post
with "Davio's" inscribed on it invites you in,
as does the valet with his warm smile.
We went to Davio's on a busy Saturday
night to enjoy the ambience to its fullest.
The exposed brick walls, red tile floors, crisp
white tablecloths and closely-placed tables
create a comfortable yet intimate
atmosphere. Fresh flowers and huge wine
goblets adorn each table.
The first thing to take note of is the
professional and attentive staff. We
examined the well-selected wine list our
waiter offered and opted for a liter of red
house wine at $6.95. The tradition at
Davio's is a family affair and this care is
illustrated in all ureas, including the menu.
The DiCenso family emigrated to the
United States from Italy, established
restaurants in New York as well as Boston,
and has kept the cooking and management
all in the family.
We took one look at our menu and were
surprised at thereasonable prices. Of course
everything is a la carte from Antipasti and
Insalta to Dolci.
We passed up the appetizers, but not
without temptation. Especially appetizing
were the VongeloCasino, baked clams with
bacon and pimientos ($3.95) and the Funghi
Ripieni, baked stuffed mushrooms ($2.95).
The soup and salad sections were more
than adequate with an interesting Italian
flair. In the Zuppe section try the
Minestrone Casalinga ($2.00) or the
Escarole Soup ($1.75). The Escarole is a
light and zesty consomme. Plenty of fresh,
crusty bread is served to accent this and the
rest of your meal. Salads vary from Verde
Mista - tossed salad ($1.50) to Pomodoro
tomato salad ($1.75). We would recommend
you try the Cesare Salad for two ($5.00)
which is one of the most famous Italian
salads, right down to the anchovies.
The entree selections are varied and
extensive. There are so many selections

-

-

three of your underlings a touch rude. Seems
I was leaning on a barrel holding up one of
your $200 signs, "All the way Ted. Ted
Kennedy for President," when one of your
supporters (and two friends) looked at me
like I was stepping on his mother and told
me to slop leaning on the barrel. Being a fair
guy. I slopped leaning, but kept my hand on
the barrel while I patiently awaited your
arrival. Since there were three of them and
only one of me. I decided to put my hand
elsewhere when they started yelling.
It worked out for Ihe best because I found
a nice tree to climb where I could see you
clearly when your limousine finally arrived
at 10:15. But punctuality was never your
best subject, was it Ted? Remember how
late you were one hot July night a few years
back? Twenty-four hours! Jeez, if you'd
been that late today, I would have missed
this deadline! It's okay- the ole Kennedy
sideslroke, charisma, made up for it.
Remember, though, there are some people
who can't swim as well as you.
The family looked great. Sargent Shriver,
Elhel Kennedy (she looked so motherly,
didn't she?). Caroline, John, and my per-

sonal favorite. Jackie. I was surprised that
she looked so much older in person than I
expected. But for a woman of 50 she looks
stunning (Bravo Jackie! When I was nine
years old and you married Aristotle, I knew
il was for love and not for money. People
said it was for money but I knew better.
Besides, even if you did, everyone needs a little spending money - at least enough to keep
Andy Warhol in lenses, anyway.) Poor Joan,
alas, can never 1111 Jackie's shoes as Queen
of Camelot. She has none of Jackie's
sophistication or glamour and little of
Ethel's matronly qualities. Unfortunately,
she's a successful graduate of the "Pat Nixon School of dumb, smiling Politician's
Wives." I like her though. When she popped
her head out the 2nd floor window of
faneuil Hall, and waved in her pretty lilac
dress. I had to respect her. She's been
through a lot.
finally, you proposed, Ted. You threw
your hat in the ring. You're the third
Kennedy to do so in twenty years, etc.. etc.,
etc. Bui you know something, we aren't the
same country that saw the murders of your
brothers. (Flash: "Sympathy for the Devil."

May Be The Best
under pasta, fish, veal, chicken and beef seclions it is hard to make up your mind. No
matter what you try everything is delicious
and fresh, right down to the homemade noodles.
Before ordering, however, take careful
note of the specials suggested by your
waiter. We took him up on the Cannelloni
($5.95). This delicious dish consisted of
sauteed broccoli, prosciutto and a blend of
spices- perfectly balanced- and rolled in
homemade pasta topped with an ideal
lomato sauce and mozzarella cheese. The
dish was a model of fine Italian cooking:
each ingredient retained its individual flavor
and identity, yet together they, harmonized
to create an apex of Italian tradition.
Chef Davio makes his own green and
white pasta everyday which means the fetuccine, spaghetti and mostaccioli are all
superb. We tried the Fetuccine Alfredo
($5.95), fresh homemade egg noodles with
cheese, cream and butter. The serving was
plentiful and probably superior to others
elsewhere. It looks rather bland, but your
taste buds will disagree.
Shrimp, filet of sole and lobster are served
in typical Italian style. A few of the fish
items, such as the Scampi in butter and garlic sauce(s7.so), are offered. Most of the fish
is prepared in a marmara sauce, or with
complementary spices.
The main section of the menu consists of
veal and chicken entrees. They are prepared
in practically any way imaginable. The veal
is lender, well-trimmed and lightly cooked

.

throughout. To capture the full flavor of this
veal try the Vitello Marsala, scaloppine of
veal sauteed in marsala wine sauce with
mushrooms ($7.50), a very moderate price
for such an offering. Another great find is
the Cololetta Parmigiana, veal cutlet,
tomato sauce and mozzarella served with
ziti for only $6.95.
If you prefer chicken, try the Petti di
Polio "Vivian," boneless chicken with
prosciulto, cheese, butter and lemon sauce
($6.95). These are just a few from an incredible selection, and if you are in the mood for
beef, Davio's offers, among other things,
Filetto Mignon ($10.75) and Chateau
Briand per Due ($26.00)-serving up two.
Vegetables are a la carte, but are the happy
mediumbetween mushy and undercooked.
The gracious serving provides breathing
space between courses yet keeps the wine
glass full! But then such an event should not
pass to quickly- it is too enjoyable. As we
relaxed over freshly-brewed Espresso, our
waiter suggested Spumoni or selected
pastries. Try them all.
So when you have a craving for good,

honest, homemade Italian food at sur-

prisingly reasonable prices and in a comfortable atmosphere. Davio's is a great bet. Of
course, here, as at any fine restaurant, all
mujorj;redit cards are accepted, reservations
are preferred and dress is up to Newbury
Street standards. We have been searching
for our favorite restaurant in Boston; this
one may be it.

Beggar's Banquet- "...I shouted out, who
killed the Kennedys?, well after all, it was
you and me..." The Kennedys didn't create
America. America created the Kennedys
and America destroyed them. Mick was
right. A few things have happened since
196.1: Watergate. Vietnam. Recessions
(we're in our third), inflation, assassinations
(many by our own government, it turns
out!), a general decline in the American
Fx'onomy and currency, an energy crisis,
and to top it off... a national malaise ("an
unfocused feeling of mental uneasiness or
discomfort.") 1 feel sorry for you in a way,
because (if elected) you must wipe the slate
clean of all the above problems. You will be
responsible for returning us to Camelot, and
talking about the good old days won't solve
anything. I don't think you (or anybody else
for that matter) can turn the clock back
almost twenty years. Nor was the
administration of your brother as glorious
as the passing of time might have us believe.
Who sent almost 20,000 American troops
to Vietnam by 1963? Who set the course for
American Imperialism in Cambodia, Vietnam and Laos by authorizing the Bay of
Pigs operation? As far as charisma is concerned, you don't compare favorably with
cither John or Robert. JC really will whip
your ass in the January debate if you can't
improve your speaking. If you get
questioned then on the Iran crisis, you better
have more to say then "first of all" three
limes, "prayerful" twice, and do try to get
rid of the various "uhs" and "ers" that dot
your responses. Very un-Camelot. Even so.
all is not lost. When you and Joan left the
Hall (why did Joan bee-line it to the limo
while you were pressing the flesh?) a bird
turd (a sign of luck, they say) fell on my
hand while I watched your son pick his nose
in the limousine. And anyone who believes
pigeon shit is good luck can believe in the
m\ Ih of Camelot.

Chestnut
Chatter
by Heights Revue Staff

Dateline ... Hollywood, Chestnut Hill
Chapter ... The up and coming film
producer, writer and directer Cindy Mollo,
better known as CM, hosted a Hollywood
party in her posh Welch studio apartment
Sunday night. All the stars came out Tor this
gala event, the premier of CM's film
"Dream Lust." Leading lady, Zoa Zilche.
a.k.a. Kathy Minton, made a glorious
entrance escorted by an unknown young
Italian actor. Is he yet another in a long line
of innocent proteges, Zoa? Now, now
leading man, Giorgio Schaumann. Hying in
from the tropical paradise of Hillsides D-22.
made an appearance in his new trench coal.
(Thanks, Mom!) ... A mysterious, studious
man lurked in the corner. Was that you,
Mareello P., behind those Foster Grants?
You should be working
Media personality, Vincenzo McC'abe, showed up with
the exotic Karen "Crash" Shire. Tacky outfit. KS. how gauche to mix mint chiffon with
gauze bandages. But alas, the public did get
a peek at the stars when Joe "My-uncle'sname-is-Tom" Rogers crashed the party.
Draped over Joe's arm was a young starlet
named "Marcy" - nice shoes! By the way,
Zoa, it was nice to see you in something
more than a sheet Oh, and the film?? Well,
it was just another example of Bad College
Cinema. Keep trying though, CM. Ciao!
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The Spirit of the "Big El"
The Big El Show
Hotel
by Brian Broderick
Do you resemble anyone who is both: a)
famous and b) dead? Congratulations! You
can make millions off of the poor late
sucker-just travelaround and charge money
to do impersonations of him. The integrity
Bradford

camouflaged by the careful weaving of
Vaseline enriched hair, a dacron shirt op»n
to his navel, exposing a lone chest hair, and,
to complete the costume, a pair of jeans
excruciatingly tight that he must have
borrowed them from his little sister. "My
friend," he drawled at me, exposing a
mouthful of gold_ fillings, "I've noticed the

bodyguard of Elvis' clambered up onto the
stage. He was a tough looking thug, but
came across as an evangelist. He advised the
assembly on the status of the European Elvis
clubs, then launched into a sentimental, trite
eulogy for Elvis. "Don't listen to those bad
stories about Elvis- love him just thesame!"
He was either a very disturbed man or a
damned good con artist. The crowd was on
its feet, applauding and screaming for Elvis.
The band struck up the hackneyed 2001:
Space Oddesey theme, and the audience,
being a rather observant lot, figured that
something exciting was about to happen.
Suddenly all those lightbulbs in the Big El
sign began flashing- and just then, the
Pseudo Elvis, Larry Seth, pranced onto the
stage, twisted around a bit, and began
belting out hit after hit. The audience went
wild, screaming and clapping with delight.
Seth does bear a remarkableresemblance
to the early Elvis. He was wearing the
typical white skin-tight suit, festooned with
all sorts of sequins and baubles. Visually,
Seth is a hit... although we would recommend a jockstrap.
His vocal ability was difficult to discern,
though mainly because the sound system

Perry Splits From
Aerosmith

was comparable to the one you rented for
your tenth grade dance in the high school
gymnasium. Constant crackles, beeps and
other mysterious noises emanated from two
battered speakers at each side of the stage.
The crowd was pleased, however, by the
groans and "oh baby's" that they could distinguish from the static.
And I guess that is what was most important. If the crowd did leave the show feeling
that their $7.50 was well spent, more power
to them. I felt that the whole Elvis convention was a con job; its sole purpose to rake in
money- and lots of it. The show is pure
hypocrisy - the motley group is publicly
extolling Elvis, but privately, they are more
than happy to fleece the suckers who fall fof
their well oiled, sentimental crap. The
primary reason for them to "keep alive the
spirit of Elvis" is to ensure that there will be
another generation of idiots, eager to buy
Elvis bedpans and all the other junk that
they sell. As Elvis' bodyguard tearfully (?)
drawled into the mike, "Elvis, how many
could have done what you did?" More
importantly, buster, how many more
scavengers like you are going to capitalize
on it?

The Selling Our of The B-52's
of your act is unimportant- just assure
everyone that you are performing solely to
"keep alive his memory."
Larry Seth, an enterprising Southern
truck driver, did just that. During his high
school days, Larry realized that he bore an
uncanny resemblance to his hero, Elvis
Presley. Several years later, he decided to
exploit a good thing. Accordingly, he turned
in his C.8., rustled up a band and bodysuit,
and began touring the country calling
himself "The Big El." Big money began
rolling in; fans were only too willing to see
Mr. Seth gyrate and twist. One gets the
impression that these Elvis groupies have
been in mourning since that fateful day in
1977 when the King ascended to that great
Drugstore in the Sky. Some of the audience
at the Big El show, playing last weekend at
the scenic Bradford Hotel, regarded Larry
as the vanguard of the second coming of
Elvis. Although advertised as a tribute to
Presley, I rapidly got the impression that
this show was not so much a tribute as it was
an overwhelming confirmation of P.T. Barnum's immortal adage: "There's a sucker
born every minute."
The"event", as good a euphemism as
any, consisted of two parts. For $7.50 you
were admitted to the Big El Show- if you
were willing to depart with another $4.50,
though, you were admitted to the "Elvis
Presley Museum- Over 100 Things He Once
Owned." As we unfortunately lacked the
necessary $4.50, we were forced to bypass
this latter cultural event and instead headed
into the auditorium. Upon entering, it
appeared that atmosphere was given low
priority: the hall was small and dark, and
sadly in need of a coat of paint, not to mention a good cleaning. Down at the far end of
the hall was an equally unimpressive stage,
standing rather timidly in front of a motley
collection of a rickety old chairs- apparently
out $7.50 "box seats." Our attention,
however, was quickly diverted to the commotion around us. Here, at about a dozen
tables, Elvis "fans" were willing to share
their memories of Elvis- provided that you
possessed a wallet capable of giving you a
hernia. One the table were displayed the
necessities of every Elvis fan: tinfoil-like
medallions ($5.00); racks of "Elvis: The
True Story" magazines ($2.00); Elvis
buttons, T-shirts, records, and, of course,
Elvis playing cards ($6.00 a pack)... perhaps
you'd like to join an Elvis Fan Club?
Certainly- ten dollars, please. (Strangely
enough, Psuedo Elvis Seth's personal fan
club cost only five dollars- apparently quite
a good bargain...)
I gazed about, bewildered, when a
huckster motioned to me. This gentleman,
in his mid thirties, was attired in the prevailing fashion of the evening: a balding head

way you've been lookin' around. I'll bet you
think we're trying to make a quick buck,
right?" I rapidly nodded my assent, and
pointedly stared at his wares: Red, white and
blue reflective "Elvis!" stickers, five bucks a
shot. "It ain't so," he continued. "This is a
tribute to Elvis! It's comin' from the heart!"
Here he paused for effect and dabbed at the
corners of his eyes. I asked him if there
wasn't the slightest possibility of his making
a profit that evening. "That's not thepoint,"
he blustered. "Tonight you're going to see
an emotional experience- especially if you're
sentimental!"
Speedily departing from this madman,
albeit a wealthy one, we got to our seats just
as the show was beginning. The audience
was in a jovial mood, having just stocked up
on Elvis ashtrays and calendars. They were
an interesting looking crowd, mostly in their
mid-thirties. The men sported greased hair,
leisure suits, and prominent adams apples.
Some daring souls arrive attired in
simulated leather jackets and sequined
jeans. Their wives and dates had all kinds of
frosted and molded hairdos; cat's eye glasses
and artificial lashes gave them the look of
retarded spiders. They were arrayed in outfits as bizarre as their male counterparts',
loud, silky blouses and colorful doubleknit
slacks that were doing yeomen's work to
keep from splitting at the hips and posterior.
All in all, the audience resembled a rather
silly looking group of post-adolescent disco
afficionados.
A warm-up group, the TCB band, began
playing. Besides the musicians, the musty
looking stage was bare except for a rather
drab looking sign that spelled BIG EL in
lightbulbs- which, incidentally, was turned
on only once during the show. In all truth,
though, the band wasn'tbad. Trumpets, sax,
trombone and tuba combined nicely with
organ and guitar for some nice music.
Unfortunately, the musicianswereunder the
mistaken impression that they could sing.
Various band members took turns mumbling or screaming out current songs, while
three young ladies attired in what appeared
to be maternity gowns providedbackground
vocals. The girls were actually the hit of the
night. They were standing on a raised platform in a corner of the stage, looking
foolish. Occasionally they would display
their finely honed choreographyby swinging
their arms back and forth, looking as though
they were jogging in place. At selected
moments in the songs, they'd purse their lips
and emit a plaintive "Oooooohh," under the
misapprehension that they were harmonizing...hysterical... The audience loved
it, though. Cowboy boots and chewing gum
supplemented the percussion, and flashbulbs
were popping like inebriatedfireflies.
The music suddenly halted, and a former

The B-52's
At the Paradise
October 29,1979
by Derryle (Dee-Rail) Johnson

There's a shrill scream behind me, echoing like a banshee in my brain, and all
around me, people are jerking and contorting theirbodies into positions that would
normally seem impossible. Others simply
stare straight ahead into the bright light,
minds mesmerized into a cerebral mass of
non-functioning putty. And the clothes on
some of these people! Simply outrageous!
Particularly some of the girls who look like
they have been locked up in a cell since '63
and have been let out only for this special
occasion tonight. Perhaps this is the annual
mad-hatters ball at Bellevue, or am I
suddenly a spontaneous victim of Cerebral
Palsey, trying in vain to coordinate my
frustrated muscles to the sound of music,
along with my afflicted brethren?
Neither. I simply attended one of the best
rock and roll shows this year, the performance of the B-52's last week at the
Paradise theatre. The 52's as they shall be
referred to in this article, are truly one of
America's greatest rock & roll bands playing today. They combine the rhythms of sixties dance music with the high-energy intensity and musicianship of good quality new
wave. It is music "L'lrresistable,"as the
French may or may not say. You can't
merely sit down and be entertained by the
52's. But you must, you're compelled by all
that is good and right in human nature, to
get off your feet. And that's exactly what
everyone in the Paradise did, despite dissapproval of Don Law and his mighty
henchmen. (Who actually brought in more
chairs than I've ever seen for a concert, in
order to convince people to be nice, orderly,
and boring). The house was packed, the
place went wild, and a truly orgasmic
experiencewas felt by all.
But when the party's over, one begins to
think about the 52's in light of that everimportant question: not, to be or not to be,
but to sell or not to sell out. It is a question
raised about many new wave bands, because
selling out is indicative and reflective of
those so-called "rock groups" who sell a
product, not intended to be creative but
economically fruitful instead. But what
actually constitutes "selling out"? When
does a band lose its creative stimuli and
simply start to tread out material that is
sure to sell? How can we, the consumers, tell
when we're being duped?
Well, it's not easy when you're barraged
every day with blatant attempts to force you
to consume more and more in terms of
material goods which will instantly change
your life for the better. But when it comes to
music, there are certain signs about a band

that indicate that they have perhaps sold

out. Signs such as lack of new, interesting
material, large limos to carry the band to

and from work (which is what performing
becomes after selling out), a seemingly
apathetic attitude towardthe public at large,
and above all, a loss of self-identity due to
image portrayal pushed by the record companies, images which the public can easily
identify with and will make money (of
course) for the company. A close following
of a band will reveal these signs if they are
present. This is the third time I've seen the
52's, and there has been a surprising amount
of consistency throughout their shows,
which has gained them my unanimous
approval.
Date: March I, 1979. Place: The Paradise
Theatre. The 52's are making their debut to
an almost empty house with only some
punks and press in attendance. Particularly
striking early in the show is how the female
members help theirroadies set up the equipment. The band comes on to do an energetic
show, aimed at the curious crowd like a
flasher in the lobby of city hall. Also
interesting was the band's apology for the
lack of dance facilities provided by the
Paradise and Don Law. Pogoing at the bar
wasn't the best, but the show was hot, and
the band was well received by the audience.
End of Part l.
Date: August 24, 1979. Place: Berklee
Performance Center. The groupis now supporting the headlining Talking Heads on an
excellent bill at the school of young
Beethovens and Bachs, Davis' and Clarks.
By now they have released their album,
which is selling well, and have generated
enough support and knowledge of their
music to get the crowd at least vibrating in
their seats. The show was good, due to the
acoustics of Berklee and the 52's music, but
the band seemed a little stiff, resulting for a
number of reasons. l)It was a big crowd,
and the 52's music is designed for small
clubs or high school gyms, whatever's more
accessible. 2)They seemed a little
intimidated by the Berklee crowd, which
when it comes right to it, just isn't the
musically open-minded people that punks
are when it comes to rock & roll. A nice
show, but not as seemingly committed as the
earlier Paradise show. To make matters
worse, no encore was given after twenty
minutes of honest applause. End of part 2.
Date: October 29, 1979. Place: The
Paradise Theatre. The 52's return to Boston,
headlining the show with the Necessaries.
About the Necessaries
Totally
Unnecessary. Can't figure out why they
started a band. Only credit they have is the
bass player. Ernie Brooks, who was an
original Modern Lover.
Then there were the 52's. Looking more
relaxed and professional than before, they

-

The Joe Perry Project
J. Ferrelli
Picture this. You're the lead guitarist for
one of the biggest rock bands in America.
You'vebusted your ass for years practicing,
refining your talents, and touring non-stop,
but it's paid off. Most of your albums have
sold over one million copies, and you've
headlined such concerts as Cal Jam, Texas
Jam, and California World Music Festival,
with SRO crowds the norm. You're set for
good now, all you've got to do is what you
do best, excactly what you've been doing for
the past few years, right? Just keep blowing
your fans away with kick-ass rock'n'roll,
natch.
With this in mind, it is easy to understand
my shock and disbelief upon hearing that
Joe Perry had parted ways with Aerosmith.
Critical downplay aside, there is no denying
Aerosmith's impact on '70's rock, as they
have been one of the most successful heavy
metal bands for the past few years, and have
cranked out some blistering hard rock, to
boot. What could cause him to split from
this band?
Given the opportunity to talk with Joe, his
reasons soon became clear. Playing with
Aerosmith, Joe was playing to a particular
audience which somewhat limitedthe things
he could try. The largest obstacle though,
was the fact that Aerosmith was and is
organized around the concept of being a
band, with its musical direction theresult of
input by each member. "I really wanted to
try something where I could take the music
in the direction I wanted it to go," Joe told
me. "I mean, we weregoing along fine, but I
wanted to do something where I was totally
in control, and I really couldn't tell theguys,
'we're doin' things this way, and that's it.'
Originally, I was going to do it on my own
by

proceeded to drive the crowd delerious.
They played all their hits, like "Rock
Lobster," "52 Girls," and the fantastic
"Dance This Mess Around," while also
playing selections that were not included on
the album such as "The Devils In My
Car Strobe Light," and "Running Around."
Despite the attempts to prevent people from
dancing, people were on top of tables,
rushing the stage, anything to get involved.
Unlike some new wave bands who sound
good on reoord but suck live, the 52's
reproduction of album material was
incredibly accurate, and what makes them
better than the Cars, who are boring live, is
their ability to convey to their audience their
belief in what they're trying to do musically
and artistically. They are all good dancers,
with Fred Shneider, the lead vocalist,
leading all the fruggin, swimhing, monkeying, or the many dances they name on Dance
This Mess Around.
Soon it was over, and the B-52's were
gone. But as they left, a somewhat sly smile
crossed the face of the drummer as the
crowd raved and raved for more, as if he had
done this before and could easily do it again.
I'm sure he could and does, considering how
extensively the 52's are currently touring the

US but take nothing away from them as a
group, 'cause they have proved themselves
able to create a new notch in the rope of
rock & roll, a kick in the shin of the boring,
old hippie rock establishment, and in a nonviolent way (as opposed to the direct method
of early punkers).
So as I compared the three shows I had
seen, I came to the conclusion that they
haven't really changed since the first time I
saw them. Only the setting did. And
tonight's setting was almost perfect, having
not only the natural advantage of a packed
house, but also the close intimacy of the
Paradise Theatre. But what's left after a
show like this? The Orpheum? Boston
Garden you say? I hope not, unless they
clear the chairs out of the places and create a
huge dance floor similar to thatof Hurrah's.
But the.fact remains that the 52's are one of
the most consistent bands around today, and
that makes them succeptible to repetitious
manipulation by their record company for
the reason of, you guessed it, MONEY.
Consistency can turn into repetition, repetition into boredom, and somehow, I felt as if
I had seen this show before. Let's hope it
was "polishing" and, not repetition.

and stay with the band, but then they
booked a US tour, and I would have had to
push my plans back four months." So he
decided to quit the band, and give things a
go on his own.
"I feel pretty confident in my talents,"
says Joe, and rightly so. Anyone who has
seen Joe perform with Aerosmith will attest
to that. His new band consists of a
drummer, a vocalist, and a bassist, along
with Joe on guitar and sharing the vocal
duties, and is called The Joe Perry Project.
"One of the best things about this," Joetold
me, "is that I can keep the lineup flexible, I
can add whoever I want. Jeff Beck told me
that he wanted to do some stuff with me as
soon as I was able to find time away from
Aerosmith, but I literally don't know where
in the world he is now. I'm gonna go ahead
with the first album, and I'll hopefully get
ahold of Jeff for the second album."
"The music isn't gonna be all that much
different.
it's gonna still be hard
rock'n'roll, but probably a little funkier than
the usual 'heavy metal.' Actually, it's hard
for me to describe it, it's sorta funky along
the lines of "Walk This Way.' It's the kind
of music that makes you have to move,
hard-edged though." Joe realizes that the
Aerosmith legacy will follow him, and
figures, "I'llprobably have to do a couple of
Aerosmith songs, but mainly it's gonna be
me, my new stuff, maybe a Yardbirds song
or two, and I'll probably do the Doll's (New
York Dolls) 'Pills.' I'm ready." And be sure
of it, Joe Perry is ready, so get down to the
BC Rat this Friday, November 16, to see the
Joe Perry Project's first gig ever. Even if you
don't like Aerosmith (whatsamatter, too
loud for you?) check this out, it'll be
interesting, and you'll see a bit of rock'n'roll

..

history.

WANT TO GO
TO THE MOVIES
FREE?
The

Heights Revue and Sack Theatres
challenge you to test your movie
madness with this trivia quiz. Send
the test to McElroy 113. Winners,
who will be chosen on a mostcorrect answer basis, will win
passes to Sack Theatres movie
Yanks, and a Yanks T-shirt.
Winners will be announced in two
weeks. Good luck.
1) Name three Bogart films in
which he does not get the girl.
2) Who directed the "chase scene"
in Bullit?
3) Who played "Chiquita" in the
original Mark of Zorro, with
Tyronne Power?
4) What was Marlon Brando's last
film, prior to Superman?
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Joe Jackson Moving Into The 1980's
peak of the "power pop" surge, Jackson's
jumpy, energetic brand of rock and roll
attracted the attention of press and public
alike, although his music wasn't as
shockingly vivid as Elvis Costello's or as
neatly packaged as Nick Lowe's, "Look
Sharp" had a fresh, live sound that seemed
to jump right out of your speakers. And

I'm the Man
Joe Jackson
A & M Records
by David Gionfriddo
One of the most surprising debut albums

of last year was "Look Sharp," Joe
Jackson's inaugural effort. Coming at the

like "Is She Really Going Out With
Him?" and "Sunday Papers" were certainly more than able to hold their own FM

successful. The song betrays a fear of both
musical and sexual stereotypes. When, in the
midst of the song's kinetic buildup, he sings
territory.
"Playboy centerfolds leave me cold," one
"I'm The Man," Jackson's follow-up LP, can't help but deplore his icy cynicism, yet
doesn't differ much in strategy from last admire his will power at the same time.
year's model. It's basically still a game of Here, it's not just the fast lane that troubles
three and a halfminute hit-and-run, with the Jackson. He can't seem to fit in anywhere.
same lean and hungry music attack. The
"On Your Radio" seems to offer an
objects of Joe's attention this time are answer early in the album, its furious pace
primarily two- adjustment to success and, of accentuating a cry of revenge against
course, women.
parents, bullies, teachers, and everone else
The songs in the first category cover a who tried to keep Jackson down in his
wide range of situations and feelings. One younger days. Joe seems right at home.
extreme is shown in "The Band Wore Blue Soon, however, the joy of vengeance gives
Shirts," a tale of the drab existence of a way to remorse. "Amateur Hour" finds
second-rate club musician who proclaims Jackson at his most melancholy, recalling
proudly that he "Gets (his) rates from the the simplicity of life as an amateur. Confuunion/Gets (his) shirts real cheap ...," but sion dominates his vocal. At first, he perlaments the fact that he has nothingexciting suasively tells a young colleague of the
to tell his children about his work. Jackson's benefits of professionalism, yet in the same
melodica adds an eerie, bargain-basement breath utters, "The world would be a better
accompaniment that seems to echo the feel- place if some of us would stay strictly
ing of mediocrity that torments the singer. amateur..." How many other prominent
For those who would rather hear a artists are capable of a statement likethat? I
"success" story, there's "Don't Wanna Be daresay not many.
Like That," in which Jackson fights against
The opposite sex still plays an important
the LA. whirlpool that sucks in the role in Jackson's music. In "Kinda Kute,"
he shows the same self-consciousness of the
boy who used to "kid himself he looked real
smooth." He has managed to build up
plenty of courage, but still ends up watching
his partner dance from their romantic table
for two.
On this score, also, he exhibits a split personality. "Get That Girl" finds Joe portraying the swaggering braggart, proclaiming,
"I'm dancing with your girl/her head is in a
whirl/ ... she could soon be mine." All
through the lively pop arrangement, one
wonders, "Has the caterpillar suddenly
turned to a butterfly?"
But Jackson allows more insecurities to
pour forth in "It's Different For Girls," the
record's most interesting number. The
ballad ingeniously reverses age-old sexual
roles in a most provocative way. In the song,
the newly confident Jackson rudely discovers thatboldness is no guarantee of love.
He offers his devotion, but his girl turns him
down, desiring only a moment of physical
pleasure. It doesn't take much to see a
priced elsewhere at $36
c
_99
brilliant touch of irony when Jackson tells
her, "You'reall the same..."
UllO S discount price
4fc*T
The only song that treats a different subject is the title track, a clever jab at frivolous
Americana. Jackson positively shouts and
sneers all over Graham Maby's jet-propelled
bass line as he "salutes" such disposablebits
of Seventies culture as kung fu, skateboards,
priced elsewhere at $32t0 $ 60
99
$
and "Jaws." He lambasts all sorts of media
and up
TELLO' S discount price
barrages aimed at exploiting the inncoent
children of America. Anyone who has ever
happened to catch a glimpse of Saturday
ab,e
morning television will attest that this is a
very timely protest indeed.
All in all, Jackson remains as
uncompromising as ever, adding little
embellishment to the immediacy of last
year's sound. He has, however, broadened
the range of his songwriting, and he even
dares sensitivity these days by writing
ballads. As long as he strives to come to
grips with his personal doubts, he will continue to produce thought-provoking rock
and roll. "I'm The Man" is a solid,
worthwhile, second effort that shows Joe
Jackson heading into the Eighties on the
right foot.
songs

I'M THE MAN
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Enter the Heights
contest and win a
cash prize. See
page 10for details.
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Headboys Only Slightly Ahead
by Peter Maloney

It would be foolish to deny the tremendous impact that British recording artists
have made on contemporary music in the
past twenty years. From the radical sounds
of the early Beatles and the Rolling Stones,

Last

to the penetrating heavy metal of Led
Zeppelin, to the most recent rebellion of

punk and associated genre, the United
Kingdom has repeatedly rocked American
fancy into frenzy. Each concerted wave has
made its indelible contribution to the
progress of the art. And now, the newest
group to ride the surf'and splash unto the
American coast are the "Headboys." And
what will their contribution be? Probably
nothing.

The Headboys are not bad. They're simply not great. Their music is a curious fusion
of their raucous heritage. The music they
play is alive, energetic, and quite fun to
listen to, but it lacks an identity of its own.
The overriding musical motif would have to
be a style of music much like that of the
latest British wave to beat upon our coral
shores, but echos of heavy metal and the
British 60's infest their first and only album
like syphilis to a mind tuned otherwise. I
suppose this in itself is some kind of identity,
but though I may know the names of several
types of fish, I would be lost to name a single
species of parasite that may infest them all.
From the standpoint of musicianship, the
Headboys seem to hold their own on the
individual level. Even so, I couldn't help but
sense that the album had undergone extensive surgery by a talented doctor of studio
manipulation. Although their collective
force would be hard to measure, in a live
sense, the studio form of these songs lend
themselves to a meritous score. All four
members of the band sing, although they
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The Great Heights Revue Crossword Puzzle
by Mark

Mastromarino
DOWN

24. Lone
25. Pea case
26. Dog's foot
27. Towards the beginning (2 wds)
29. Young child
30. Volkswagon
32. Elapse
33. Story of Aesop
34. Mischievous child
35. Snakelike fishes
36. Facility
37. Pornography
38. Taxi
39. Big mouth boxer
40. Tiny

1. Asterisk
2. Rich source
3. A different one
4. Celebrities
5. Sea bird
6. Nevertheless
7. Recorded
8. Spoken
9. Eliminate
10. Advertisements
18. Large vase
19. Practical joke
21. Stir
22. Tavern
23. Poem
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ACROSS
I. Patty Hearst's abductors

4. Pig pen
7. Japanese cry on Dec. 7
11. 2000 pounds
12. Golf peg
13. Dry
14. Fuss
15. Skill
16.Blocks of paper
17. Give back
19. Solidify
20. Hours
21. Angry
22. Jovian moon
24. Notshut
26. Occupant of 4-Across
Terminate
?
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The Headboys are bound to gain
moderate popularity among some groups ol
peopie. Although many of their songs seem
to reflect a noble attempt to climb the poo
ladder, I honestly think that their style of
music will prevent them from making ;?
name for themselves that will endure the test
of lime. But heck, is not life but a mere
Heeling moment into which we are all
carelessly tossed, in which we arc doomed to
long for relevance, hope for deliverance, and
basically do whatever it takes to make a
quick buck?

NEW YORK GRAPHIC SOCIETY

ART PRINTS

CUSTOM
FRAMING
Bookworm Cleveland Circle

1916 Beacon St.

734-1210
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the mood for the rest of the song. Some
songs like "Kickin' the Kans" and "School
Girls" have a definite 60's twist to them.
Others like "Stepping Stones" and "Gonna
Do It Like This" express more contemporary and moderate flavor, while "Changing with the Times" is a good hard rocker.
Then there are those which can't be
associated with anything but new wave like
"The Ripper" and "Experiments."
The most striking thing about the
choruses is that they are often shouted
rather than sung. At times the chorus may
consist of only one word shouted over and
over again. The instrumental pieces toward
the end of each song range from searing
guitar to odd synthesizations of Malcolm's
organ. There are a couple of very short parts
in which the boys even dabble with a saxaphone and fiddle with violins. For the most
part, instrumental pieces are characterized
by their brevity. The songs themselves never
last much longer than three minutel;

p p
fl
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'
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don't always make optimum use of this
talent. The one instrument that carries most
of the songs is the organ, worked by Calum
Malcolm. Lou Lewis has a Richards-like
habit of interjecting sporadic tid bits of
guitar, supposedly for the enhancement of
the organic rhythm set by Malcolm. Bass
player and chief song writer George Boyter.
and drummer Davy Ross do their part to
maintain the mood and tempo of each song.
Lyrically the Headboys certainly do their
part to uphold new wave and heavy metal
traditions. Any redeeming social value in the
words is reserved for those of unstable or
unusual mental character. "Caesar's "praying for rain, lightning flashes around; the
prophet is screaming, his hat hits the
ground. You should see the warning, if you
hear the signs; play with your own life, but
don't play with mine." These inspiring
words came from the opening stanza of the
album and belong to the song most likely to
receive radio time, "The Shape of Things to
Come." Although the meaning has no
meaning on this album, the quality of
vocalizationdoes well to enhance the overall
sound.
Structure is by far the strongest argument
against the Headboys. Every song falls into
the same groove all the way across the
album. The musical structure of all twelve
songs can be summarizedas follows: stanza,
chorus, stanza, chorus, piano or organ piece
(sometimes both), stanza (with some slight
instrumental variation), and repeated
choruses and/or instrumentals until the end
of the song. Some kind of rhythmic beat is
usually maintained in an unaltered fashion
throughout the song. Granted, the
instrumentals and such are often very good
and there are occasional surprises, but I
think this invariable structure shows a lack
of flexibility that is essential to a group's
sustained popularity and quite natural to
groups of higher caliber.
The first four songs on the first side of the
album are extremely enjoyable. They're fun
songs with a lively, light-hearted rhythm.
The opening act of any Headboys' song
is almost always great. Some kind of
instrumental will lead off which usually sets

28. Not either
29. Levy
balrog
30. Durin's
talking horse
31. Mr
32. Moo
33. Hair
34. Flying mammal
35. BC sports teams

,

A SPECIAL HOLIDAY BONUS IN/&DDITION TO THE
ADAM & EVE EVERYDAY SAVINGS OF UP TO 25%
BELOW MOST DEPARTMENT STORES AND
SPECIALTY SHOPS.
fashion conscience men and women have discovered that ADAM & LVL
offers the best values for their clothing dollar - whether for basics that make
sense or designer fashions for fun.
Now ADAM"& EVE is offering CHRISTMAS MONEY equal to 1091 of each
purchase you make! Make a purchase. Get 10% back in Christmas Money.

0 The Mara rod Eve ftal To Bt Undersold Buarwtee:
If you make a purchase in our store and within 3 days find the same
0 item at a lower price we will verity and retund the difference to you
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38. Nag

40. Spider's work
41. Sweet potato
42. Cry of lament
43. Measure of cloth
44. Order of St. Ursula
45. Use one's teeth
46. Compass point
47. Mesh

women who demand fashion at a price.
BROOKUNE ? HARVARD SQ. ? BRAINTREE
CAMBRIDGE ? CANTON ? DANVERS* CHARLESTOWN
For men and
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Kennedy Faces Carter For Nomination
seventeen minute speech Kennedy
said he wouldcontinue to answer all

Massachusetts Governor Ed King.
White has not endorsed any of the
candidates as of yet, and King is a
declared Carter supporter.
Political analysts expect the
Carter-Kennedy battle to be one of
the toughest in American history.
They say it will be at least as rough
as the one waged by then formerPresident Theodore Roosevelt back
in 1912, when he sought to capture
the presidential nomination of the
Republican Party over incumbent
President William Howard Taft.
Taft finally won the nomination,

questions about his personal life,
even those concerning his
automobile accident on Chappaquiddick in 1969which left Mary Jo
Kopechne dead. Kennedy was subsequently charged with leaving the
scene of the accident.
Among those present at
Kennedy's announcement were
political allies Senator John Durkin
of New Hampshire, Mayor Jane
Byrne of Chicago, the New
England-area Coordinator of the
Kennedy for President Campaign
Lt. Gov. Thomas O'Neill 3rd, and
former Massachusetts Senator Benjamin A. Smith.
89 year-old Rose Kennedy and
her nephews Joseph Gargan and
Robert Fitzgerald were among the
family members present. Jacqueline
Kennedy Onassis, widow of President John F. Kennedy, was also at
the announcement. Senator
Kennedy's three children, daughter
Kara and sons Pat and Edward, Jr.,
sat in front as the Senator made his
candidacy formal. Among those
notably absent were Mayor Kevin
White of Boston, and

-

continuedfrom page 3
their aspirations in the caucus room
of the U.S. Senate in Washington.
Thomas Shetwick, press secretary
to the Senator, said of Kennedy's
choosing Boston to announce his
candidacy, "Faneuil Hall was his
first choice. He wanted it to be
here."
Kennedy recalled his walks as a
child with his grandfather along the
market neighborhoods, "lt was
here, to this city, that my ancestors
came, looking for new opportunity." He quickly tied in his
recollections with the current crisis
facing America by saying, "Every
generation has struggled to preserve
the old dream against new dangers.
And now it is our turn."
A question was asked about the
role Joan Kennedy, Senator
Kennedy's wife, will play in the
campaign. Mrs. Kennedy said, "I
look forward very enthusiastically
to him being a candidate, and
beyond that, the next President of
the United States." Joan Kennedy
is presently living in Boston, while
the Senator lives in Washington,
DC.
In a press conference after his

then lost in the popular election to
Woodrow Wilson.
For a long time Kennedy was a
staunch supporter of Carter. He
supported the governor from
Georgia in the 1976 Presidential
race. For the next two years as a
Senator, he and President Carter
frequently agreed on ideas and
policies.
In early 1979,however, pressures
from Kennedy insiders for him to
throw his hat in the ring increased.
Committees to draft Kennedy
sprang up, mostly in the Northeast.

If you think a centimeter

?CLEVELAND CIRCLE

Pro-lifers protested Edward Kennedy's stand
last Wednesday. (Photo by Mary O'Keeffe)

byists.

In the latest New York
News Poll, Kennedy
held a wide lead of nearly 79% over
any of the possible Republican
nominees. In a Democratic showdown between President Carter and
Kennedy, the poll showed a slimmer
margin of victory with Kennedy
Igading by only about 12%.
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A week before his formal announcement, Kennedy began collecting
official campaign funds from longtimefriends and admirers and from
special-interest groups and lob-
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Alumni To Participate In Student Career Day
seminars: job search strategy, interviewing. and resume writing. Each
will be held at 10:30 a.m.. 11:30
a.m.. and 1:30 p.m. and will last
about thirty minutes.
A giant event chart will post the
career Held, alumni names, year of
graduation, job title, company, and
room number. It will also include
Several BC alumni from each seminar limes and locations.
In the past, this even was held on
career field will be available to
answer questions about the a week night with poor response due
procedure of gelling a job and how to little publicity, explained
they themselves got into their Mitchell. Scheduling Career Day on
a Saturday is expected to improve
careers, according to Cochairperson of the Alumni-Studenl the response.
Relations Committee Allison
The alumni are participating on a
Mitchell.
volunteer basis because they "have
participated in a similar affair or
The Career Planning and Place- have shown an interest in doing
men! Center will offer three mini
something like this," stated
byEileen

Pearson
The UGBC Alumni-Student
Relations Committee, the Alumni
Association, and the Career Planning and Placement Center will sponsor a Career Day on Saturday.
November 17. from 10:30 a.m. until
2:30 p.m.

25* Soda

Only at the Heights!
McElroy 113

Mitchell.
The alumni include Cathy
Hardin '74, State Regional Licensing - Special Education; John
Bonistalli '71, Assistant Attorney
General for the Commonwealthof
Legal; Alan
Massachusetts
Minsky '68. Director of Data
Processing at Data Package Com-

-

pan >

-

Computers: Kathy

Hinderhofer'73. Assistant Vice-

President at Boston Five Joyce
Finance/Banking:
Gallagher'7B. Assistant Producer.
WBZ-TV Communications; Mary
Conceison'sB, Director of
Professional Relations at
Massachusetts Hospital Associa-

-

-

Cotter Calls Compromise "Fair"

continuedfrom page 3
Biannco believes that a Dean of Students representative may want to
attend to "see how the process is
working" and, if it is running
smoothly, to "see how the process
can be improved." Del Biannco also
believes the new Assistant Dean of
Sludents Mike Ryan, who began his
duties on November I. may want to
"become familiar with the process
by observing."
A Dean of Students representative may attend the Student
Judicial Board hearings as an
impartial o.bserver or as a witness or
complainant. The Chairpersons of
the Student Judicial Board report

mutually agreeable decision is made
between the Dean of Students office
and the accused, a resolution of this
case may take place at the fact
A suggestion was presented at the finding meeting. However, if a
mutually agreeable resolution is not
Wednesday meeting to allow students to know their rights before reached at the meeting, the accused
going to an initial fact finding may chose the option of appearing
meeting in the Dean of Students before either the Student Judicial
office. An explanation of their Board or the Administrative Hearrights would appear at the bottom ing Board."
According to the judicial
of the student's notification that
calls him to the fact finding procedure, the accused may hear the
Board's verdict. If found guilty, the
meeting.
Gill suggested the statement of student may also hear the sanction
rights might read, "This is a fact immediately after the deliberation.
finding meeting with the Dean of This procedure is presently on a
Students office. At this meeting, if a trial basis.
Vice-President of Student Affairs
Kevin Duffy, Dean of Students
Edward J. Hanrahan, S.J., Assistant Dean of Students Mike Ryan
and the three chairpersons of the
Student Judicial Board attendedthe
meeting. UGBC Executive VicePresident Joe Lambert, and cochairperson of the Student Rights
Committee Chris Duggan were also
that the Dean of Students representative will not be allowed to be present while the Board deliberates.

Taste the pride of Canada.
bison.

S

lion - Health: William Flynn'67.
Product Manager of Gillette
Management: and Kathleen
Finnegan. Environmental Engineer
at Boston Edison - Science.
Some of the other fields include
Personnel. Government, Public
Administration. Merchandising,
Sales, and Social Services.

present.
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Sophomores &
Psychology Majors!

Teachers College/
Columbia University

announces

ACCEL-A-YEAR

The first program
to offer a
M.A.
IN PSYCHOLOGY:

BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS

'

You'll get a taste of

nearly 200 years of brewing heritage every time you open
a cool, green bottle of MOLSON GOLDEN.?
North America's oldest brewery got its start back
in 1786. John Molson. our founder, wouldn't recognize
our modern breweries, but he'd be proud of the
good, smooth taste of GOLDEN.?
A taste that says Canada in every refreshing sip.
Brcued and hottltd in Canada: imparltd by Marlltl Importing Co. Inc.. Crtal \tck, .V Y

Wr\

Bostonfijr

in 2 years to students who
have completed 60 credits
(B average or better).
? Save one year of
tuition and living
expenses
? Theoretical and
clinical training
? Graduate with
marketable skills
? Advanced training
toward Ph. D
programs
Write today to:

ACCEL-A-YEAR

Box 001
Teachers College
Columbia University
N.Y., N.Y. 10027
Applicationfor Jan.&
Sept now bthtg acppttd
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Melnaglis Awarded
Latvian Poetry Prize
by Marjorie Pallone

BC professor of GermanicStudies Valda Melngailis was
awarded the Ninth Zinaida Layda
Poetry Prize last Sunday in San
Francisco.
The Z. Layda Memorial Founda:ion, consisting of a panel. of
recognized Latvian writers in exile
selected her book of Latvian poetry,
Kad beg putni, (When Birds Flee),
from among several others
nominated by publishers throughout
the world. Latvia itself is forbidden
to contribute nominations due to
Soviet limitation of cultural
exchange.

The Foundation awards its Layda
prize, consisting of $700 cash and a
citation every two or three years to
oustanding Latvian poetry.
Nora Valtere, in the Spring 1979
issue of World Literature Today
cliamed that the language of
Melngailis' free verse poetry "is
concentrated and expensive. There
is a combination of deep and
delicate emotion with unusuallyrich
magery."
When Birds Flee was published in
Sweden in 1978. Melngailis' first
collection of poems, Udens raksti
(Writing in Water) was published in
1970. Melngailis' poetry can also be

'

found under her maiden name
Dreimane.
Although "interested in poetry
all of my life," this native Latvian
first began composing poems in
1960 while attending the University
of Munich through a Fulbright stipend. She received her Ph.D. in
Germanic Languages and
Literature at Harvard and then
taught Germanic Languages at
Wellesley College for four years.
Melngailis then came to BC and has
spent 11 yearshere teaching.During
that timeshe has had her two collections of poetry published.
"There's nothing I enjoy more
than teaching. I will continue
writing poetry as long as I can,
too," she commented.
When asked about any methods
she uses to create a poem,
Melngailis replied, "I hear the
words or a line in my mind and I
have to release it onto paper.
Writing a poem is like writing a
diary. Some people can plan what
they're going to say but for me
everything is spontaneous."
Melngailis may translate her
second book, which she considers to
be "deeperin thought than the first
lighter, happier one," into English.
She is also considering writing a
third collection of poems.

Got something to sell?

Try the Heights Classifieds. It just may be
the most unique opportunity around.
Where else can you reach the entire
Boston College community for as little as
\u26662*°. Think about it. The Heights.
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AJXSTON PRINTER?

1219A Commonwealth Aye., Allston

down/under Store 24, across Harvard St.from Macy's

The Best RESUMES
come from The Last Word

Old-Fashioned Service & Careful Attention to Details
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Literature, Philosophy,
Sciences, etc. Professional
i collections Individual books.
j All languages. Good prices
paid. Vintage Books, P.O. Box
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$30 for 50 copies
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for Boston College
students...

Here's how It works:
Just stop in at either our Summer Street or
Newton store and show us your Student I.D.
Card. We will issue a Herman's 10% Discount
Student I.D. Card in your name that will
entitle you to 10% off the price on any item
in the store. Thafs it. And ifs yogr ticket
to a 10% savings now thru March 1, 1980.
Come in and discover Herman's world of
sporting goods. Get set for the new ski

season, wrap up your holiday gift list and
check out our complete selection of the
most famous brands in yourfavorite sport.
Herman's is always trying to find ways
to make your sporting goods dollar go
further...here's your chance to make it
work 10% harder.

& Herman's
'«r»

WORLD OF SPORTMG GOODS

68-72 Summer Street In Boston and
Chestnut Hill Shopping Center In Chestnut Hill
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Describes
Cambodia
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Review Seminars
15 student average class size
Team teaching technique
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publicity in The Heights and on
WZBC."
The only members of the BC
community who were not directly
confronted by theWHC fundraisers
were law school students and the
trustees. The WHC has planned
however, to request BC President J.
Donald Monan to ask each trustee
to contribute toward Cambodian
relief on an individual basis.
In an effort to increase awareness
and understanding of the Cambodian situation on campus, the WHC

quent takeoverand massacre by the
Khmer Rouge rebels led by Pol
Pot.
She told of the traumatic evacuation of the city of Phnom Pehn during which many families were
separated, the learned were
murdered, and the city purged of all
Western influence. All instruments
of technology were destroyed.
Intellectuals were forced to conceal
their identities. The schools were
converted to pig stys and chicken
houses. The street signs, said
Rosner, were all painted black. She
told of the torture and extermination camp which Pol Pot set up to
deal with his own leaders and
followers who began to question his
actions.

"We were looking for a
real community wide reaction, and that's what we got."
WHC Student Coordinator
Pat Burns
presented an eyewitness report last
Thursday. The presentation
featured speaker Sara Rosner, who
travelledextensivelyin Vietnam and
Cambodia during June and
September.
Rosner reviewed the history of
the Cambodian tragedy, including
the tremendous bombings of the
country by the United States in
i970. the overthrow of Prince
Sihanouk in 1975, and the subse-

Rosner explained the state of the
Cambodianpeople; "The people are
completely traumatized from living
in terror for four years. They have
been at gun point for so long that
their nerves are shattered. They
break down very easily, and they're
easily frightened." She emphasized

"The people are completely traumatized from living in terror for four years.
They have been at gun point
for so long that their nerves
are shattered."
Sara Rosner

Join the Heights
McElroy 113
ANTIQUE JARS
Warehouse Sale, Sunday, Nov.
18 10:30-2:30 pm
Fine handblown scientific display jars
from Harvard museum are mostly 509J
off original prices. Most jars are over
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To meet the needs of students
wno must atter| d graduate school
part-time, most classes and
laboratories are held in the late
afternoon and early evening, as
well as on Saturday morning. The
campus is adjacent to the Botanical
Gardens, and is easily accessible by
subway, bus, or the Harlem and
New Haven Divisions of Conrail.
is a short drive from most parts
of Westchester, northern Jersey,
Orange, Rockland, and Fairfield counties, and has ample parking facilities.
If you agree with us that
scholarship is not something to
be taken lightly, we invite you to
inquire further. Contact the Dean's
ffice at (212) 933 " 2233 Ext 245 r
'
note your desired discipline
on the
coupon and send it in to us.

that the Oxfam relief shipments
have definitely been reaching the
starving people, and that the distribution of these shipments has
been strictly monitored.
Rosner's slides showed the slow
rebuilding and replanting of the
devastated country. At present,
most Cambodianaid has come from
Vietnam which is suffering extreme
shortages itself.

100 years old and range in size from 2"
to 3' high.
Come to the University Antiquaries
129 Franklin Street
Central Square, Cambridge
or call Sundays 354-0892
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Master's and Doctoral Programs in:
Biological Sciences
English
French
Classics
Criminal Justice
History
Economics
Philosophy
Master's Programs in:
Chemistry
Communications
Mathematics

g Many professional level
? technical joband relocation opportunities
? available...browse andtake your choice!
'

Political Science
Psychology
Sociology
Theology

Philosophical Resources
Physics
Fsobation and Parole

InterdisciplinaryPrograms in:
Chemical Physics
International Political
Economy and
Development
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Public Affairs
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MON., NOV. 19,11AM to 9PM
TUES., NOV. 20,1 1AM to 9PM

Personnel representatives from many nationallyknown
firms will be there to interview you. A large number of
professional level job and relocation opportunities
available...browseand take your choice.
ENGINEERS (aerospace, chemical, civil, design, electrical, electronic, industrial, manufacturing, marketing, mechanical, pollution
control, quality, process, product, project, sales and systems)
TECHNICIANS (electronic, electrical, mechanical, and field ser-

Please send me information on the
following discipline:

RESEARCHERS CHEMISTS SYSTEMS PRO23
GRAMMERS AND ANALYSTS COMPUTER SCIENCE PERSONNEL (software and hardware) TECHNICAL WRITERS ?
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Newton UGBC Office To Be In Quonset Hut
continuedfrom page I
Beautification: Upper Campus
Cotter said that his plans for
beautification of Upper Campus
were submitted to the administration and approved for $30,000
worth of funding. He said, "The
problems have been in (Director of
Buildings and Grounds Fred) Pennino's area. There has been a lack of
communications between himself,
and the architect." Cotter maintained that he was originally told
that the curbing and preliminary
work would be completed over the
summer, but has nowbeen informed
it will not be finished before
December.
"It's just a question of how long
it's going to take, and where their
(the administration's) priorities are.
My own opinion is that their
priorities haven't been with things
that need to be done around here,
like Upper Campus, Newton, or
lighting. Their priorities have been
things like getting the new garage
finished, and keeping the new dorm
on schedule. I think that's wrong."
Lower Campus
Cottersays that recent vandalism
problems on Lower Campus have
made students realize that there is a
lack of community. He points to the
Campus Pub in Philomethia Hall,
various Hillside socials, and Friday
night film showings in Reservoirs as
UGBC efforts to establish a feeling
of community on Lower\Campus.
Cotter added that \they are
putting together a "College Apartment Survival Handbook," as
promised in the platform, and
UGBC hopes to organize a Mods
festival this spring.
Newton Campus
Cotter said that he has received a
commitment to spend $13,000 from
Executive Vice President Frank
Campanella to "revitalize" the
Quonset Hut. Plans include a new
ceiling, dressing rooms, a music
practice room on the second floor, a
pool table room, vending machines,
and a UGBC office. "It's about in
its third week of construction now,
and I don't think it will be ready to
go until second semester," noted
Cotter.
A stamp machine has been
installed, and Cotter is still working
for a change machine and a check
cashing service on the Newton

been "keeping up" with the BC
Allston-Brighton community
meetings. "We're involved with that
issue, but other than that, we
haven't really been over there too
much," he added.
Bumping
Nate Holt and Pat Swift are Dan
Cotter's UGBC representatives on
the Admissions-Housing Committee. In the platform, Cotter said
he would strongly oppose bumping.
Yet last week Cotter said, "We're
not ready to accept any arguments
until we feel we've gotten a really
broad, community, in depth look at
all the options, all the implications,
reasons and arguments given for
we're not ready to
(bumping)
support any type of decision until
we feel it's been given a broad look.
I will say that I didn'thave as good
a grasp on the whole bumping issue
when I was running for president as
I do now. I mean, it took me a while
to really get a handle on it. And that
accounts for things, like in there
(the platform)."
Commuters
While preventing resident students from getting bumped, Cotter
also hopes to use the new dorm to
alleviate the housing waiting list,
although he did not express any concrete proposals on how it could be
done.
He is also trying to improve communications in Lyons Hall for commuters, and has drawn up plans for
creating a commuter lounge in
Lyons similar to the Resident Student Lounge in McElroy.
Tuition
Cotter confirmed that he will be
working on his strategy this
weekend, how to deal with a budget
increase, wage the arguments, and
obtain student support. He pointed
to his Budget Committee members
and the six man research team that
is backing them up as an "informed" source of strength in dealing with the BC administrators, but
he has not expressed a plan for dealing with the issue.
Security
Improved lighting on Upper
Campus and the Hillside path,
Cotter stated, were ways in which he
fulfilled the promise of better
security made in his platform.
He said that a shuttle bus for
Campus.
Middle Campus was "in the
South Street
works," but he added that, "I'd like
Last spring's platform stated that to see it done before first semester is
"Dan Cotter will support the conover, but considering the results
tinued housing of students on South we've gotten from that office
Street. The recent friction between (Joseph McSweeney's) I'm really
Boston College and Brighton resinot optimistic about that."
dents shows the need for a ComAnother security project Cotter is
munity Relations Board." Such a working on is the storage of
board has not been established, yet valuables over vacation periods, but
Cotter commented that UGBC has it still has to be worked out with
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Sports
In September, the UGBC
included a section of theirnewsletter
on how to use the sports complex,
how to get involved in intramurals,
and informed students on various
sports programs at BC. Cotter
hopes to repeat this procedure
sometime during second semester.
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open the last couple of years. I think
it's really missed this year. But
we're doing our best in other social
areas to compensate for it."
Co-ops
One of Dan Cotter's most recent
problems is the UGBC Foor Co-op.
Last week, Mike Stuart, Manager
of the Food Co-op, resigned and
closed the Co-op. Cotter commented that, "it hasn't been as
successful as last years because it is
a co-op, and the times that it has
been run, people have workedrather
than it being run as a service we
need to do a little more publicity on
that."
The Book Co-op ran very
smoothly this year, and according to
Cotter sales were among the highest
ever.

Guess Who's Back?
, A
hi

Don't

Complete

subcommittee to study the
possibility of extending the
withdrawal period.
Dining
"The only really significant area
we've made in the dining department is with those wooden nickels,"
Cotter stated, "and they haven't
turned out to be as successful as
possible, so I'm reintroducing a
proposal to use half points." Earlier
this year, BC Dining Services
rejected Cotter's idea for an
optional 20 mealper week plan.
Campus Unity
Of the events mentioned in his
platform which have already taken
place, Homecoming and monthly
"meet the Jesuits" receptions were
very successful, but UGBC had to
abandon plans for a Block Party on
South Street because of friction
with neighbors.
The Rat
The proposals Cotter's platform
raises on the Rathskelfar were
established before the raised drinking age. But Cotter commentedlast
week, "We haven't been successful
in getting a weekly Rat, like the
Thursday night series that has been

housing officials.
The platform Cotter distributed
last spring says that BC Security is
"admittedly understaffed. This is
unacceptable! Cost can not be a factor when it comes to personal safety
and the protection of property."
Cotter noted that security has been
improved on Lower Campus, but
"on the one hand, you're struggling
with the need for security, and on
the other hand, you're struggling to
keep the costs down."
Academics
A name change was suggested by
Cotter to help reestablish the
University Academic Senate, but no
concrete proposals have been seen.
He said that people were being
pulled together "slowly but surely."
He also added that UGBC
pushed to get St. Thomas More
Hall open for study space, and if
they receive "flack" about library
hours, they will push for more time.
When queried about the 24-hour
typing room that Cotter suggested
in his platform, he said, "we haven't
persued it really with as much vigor
as we probalby should have."
Cotter added that he has set up a
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UGBC Studies Equity of Bumping Residents
UGBC representatives are examining the impact the Housing situation
meeting.
"Basically, we must know why has on the students accepted.
tion of bumping students until cerUGBC representatives plan to
tain issues raised by the three we'd bump and what the implicaUGBC representatives on the tions of bumping would be," Holt determine whether it is fair to be so
selective about resident applicants
Admission-Housing Committee can stated.
In recent years, the number of accepted.
be resolved.
One option is to be as selective
The UGBC representatives, Nate applicants requesting Housing has
Because of the about commuter applicants as
Holt, Patrick Swift, and Patty risen sharply.
O'Mally compiled a list of these limited supply of Housing available, about resident applicants but
issues after a report evaluating the Admissions office is forced to be because the commuter applicant
more selective in accepting applipool is smaller, this option would
BC's shortage of on-campus housreduce class size which would cause
ing was presented two weeks ago at cants that request housing. The
by Marjorie Pallone
UGBC will not consider theques-

an Admissions-Housing Committee

a significant rise in tuition
according to Holt.
Another option would be to
accept more applicants who apply
for housing. This would cause a
housing shortage. The Admissions
office advocates a system to solve
the shortage which would "bump"
upperclassmen out of housing for
one year by lottery.
Holt contends that a bumping
policy would have a wide-range of
implications for the student. They

plan to study these.
One area the UGBC representatives plan to study is living conditions in off-campus apartments.
Holt explained, "If we bump students we have to examine places
we're bumping them into." The
number of available apartments and
the higher cost of off-campus apartments must be considered. Presently
the situation is "bad and getting
worse" because there are not
enough apartments available, said
Holt.
Another issue being explored is
the possibility of tripling up in dormitory rooms and converting
lounges into living quarters.
A third issue deals with gauging
how potential applicants and
parents would react to a housing
guaranteeof less than four years.
The effect bumping would have
on the morale of the undergraduate
residents will also be considered by
the UGBC representatives. Holt
stated, "We have to see what bumping would do to a student's four year
experience here and if he or she is
satisfied. Morale is important for a
school."
The representatives will also
recommend expanding the offcampus housing office. Improving
the environment of the commuter
through academic and social services is another area UGBC will
study. An example of this would be
to find more lounge space for com-
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Holt commented, "These issues
are something that the student
deserves, and this is the only way to
proceed in the best interests of BC."
The committeefaces a December
15 deadline.
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It's all in knowing the difference.
Between the finer points of a game. Between jß*',
imported beer and St. Pauli Girl, ft
the superb German imported beer.
"Girl" fanciers favor St. Pauli Girl
with its delicious, fuli-bodied flavor and I fii
sparkle. Many have even discovered 1 /iß|
St. Pauli Girl Dark with its hearty and
distinctive German richness.
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?SPORTS ONE-

Rich Rapp

Commentary

A Vote Of Confidence For Ed Chlebek

For one week, at least, the Eagles
are able to enjoy the luxury of not
being under any pressure or tension
of facing another Saturday of
potential losing football. For seven
days they are able to relax without
having to face another opening
kick-off. Perhaps it will be a timeof
reflection for this hard working
crew; a period to contemplate their
evident statistical improvement,
but also the two win and six loss
record which labels this team "a
loser."
One man who will not be able to
breathe easier is head coach Ed
Chlebek. As each weekpasses more
and more rumours circulate about
his'possible dismissal. And the
unfortunate part of the whole thing
is that it's not true footballfans who
are calling for his head, its the people who are concerned with the
dollars and cents of the program.

Anyone who has even a minute not a miracleworker.And believe it
or not he is making progress.
understanding of the game of football knows that you can not turn a Boston College has o ß ly been blown
program around in any less than out of one game this year, while
three years. Tom Landry couldn't both of their victories have been
do it with the Cowboys. Chuck Noll routs. Statistically, the Eagles are
couldn't with the Steelers. After better in every aspect of the game
Johnny Majors left his national compared with last season. And
championship team at the Univer; although they are 2-6, they have
sity of Pittsburgh, he floundered more total yardage than their
through two embarassing years at aggregate opponents thus far.
Tennessee. It is only this season, in Unquestionably, there havebeen the
his third year of rebuilding a dismal untimely dropped passes, missed
program, that he is enjoying the field goals, and costly fumbles
success of a fine showing in which have continued to plague the
Eagle cause. These are plays the
Alabama, and a complete discoaching staff can not go out on the
assembling of Notre Dame.
And by the way, everyone may be field and prevent.
Anyhow, is winning games the
laughing at Army and Colorado
now, but give Lou Saban and Chuck ultimate reason for having football
Fairbanks two more years and those at a major university? I was always
same critics will be singing a led to believe that money and
business was the key which disdifferent tune.
Ed Chlebek is no different. He is tinguished the professionals from

,

Boston College, Chestnut Hill, MA 02167

Volume LX Issue 11

Ed Chlebek:

It has become a recurring nightmare that he cannot seem to shake.
To many, it is a repeat oflast year's
disastrous " season. The Boston
papers are starting to laugh at us
again. Last year Barry Gallup
almost go into a fight with an irate
alumnus and this year it was Mike
Brannon's turn in the loss to Tulane.
Still though, this is not the same
team that went 0-11 last season. In
many statistical departments that
last year proved BC's incompetence,
this year show the Eagles ahead in
many categories. There has been

"Most

improvementbut has it been enough
to save Chlebek's job? This questions and many others wereasked of
the beleagured coach by The
Heights this past week.
Heights: In light of the Tulane
game, how do you feel about the
team at this point in the season?
Chlebek: Last game there was no
question: we didn't play well. It was
a bad ball game and they played
very well. But up until then we had
been playing very well and I think
our program has really improved in
every area. I think defensively we're
improved, offensively we've
improved, and our kicking game has
improved. I think we'reshort in our
play in certain areas and this has
hurt us.
HEIGHTS: Specifically, in what
ways has the offense and defense
improved?
CHLEBEK: Execution and controlling the football. The people
we're playing like Tennessee and
Pittsburgh are as good as anyone in
the country, and we're able to move
the football on them. We haven't

November 12,1979

People Realize We've Improved"

been able to get over the hump as
far as beating those people but
we've come a long way. I think the
people we didn't beat last year.
Army and Villanova, we got after
pretty good and dominated them.
Last year those two teams really
dominatedus. So I think in this area
we've improved.
HEIGHTS: The Tulane game is
being compared to last year's
UMass contest as being the game
that was most damaging to not only
the program but to you as head
coach at Boston College. In light of
that, how do you feel personally

for the program. They're pivotal
games.
HEIGHTS: Can you think of that
though? If Holy Cross beats us
again you will be in trouble.
CHLEBEK: I tell you what I'm
thinking about right now is that
we've really got to get back
untracked. When you play a bad
game you want to get on the field
anrf play again as quick as possible.
I'm thinking more right now than I
am later on. You can't think of two
things. I know how important they
are. It's not a thing I think about.
HEIGHTS: What kind of feedback

Students Divided On
Chlebek's Future

Ed Chlebek

Instead I've witnessed a team with a
'never say die attitude,' and a group
of men who refuse to become bitter
with the onslaught of criticism they
have received from the press and
broadcast media. They are a group
of people who believe in their cause
and are not afraid to work hard
towards success or to defend the
man who they have continued to
have faith in.
There are a lot of positive things a
midst the losing game record of the
current football program. Perhaps
I'm way off base, but-to me winning
football gamesis not all that important, at least not right now. The
wins will come in time.The week by
week progress makes that
inevitable. But it all takes time. As
for now, I don't see anything to be
ashamed of with this Eagle football
team. And that goes for the man
who calls all the shots, Ed Chlebek.

HEIGHTSSPORTS

inside....
Women's Soccer
Controversy

by Bob Holmes

the amateurs. To think that for all
these years I've been foolish enough
to believe that athletics in college
was intended to build school spirit,
and most of all, personal character
in the individuals who participate.
How naive I must be to think that
college athletics is an educational
experience.
But if personal character is an
important result of a successful
program, then maybe the people
who follow Boston College football
have a right to be proud. Overall,
the young men who represent this
school on the gridiron, are worthy
of our respect off the field as well.
Its been quite a while since the
Eagle defensive line has taken credit
for beds flying out of dorm windows. And I haven't heard of
anyone point fingers at the Eagle
squad complaining of disappearing
stereos in the past two years.

According to a poll taken by The Heights last week, students,
while agreeing that the team has improved, are fairly evenly
divided on the question of whether or not to fire Ed Chlebek and
look for a new coach.
Out of 173 students asked, "Do you think it is time for BC to
fire Ed Chlebek and look for a new football coach?" 70 replied
yes, 64 said No, and 39 were uncertain. This translates to 40%
Yes, 37% No, with 23% undecided.
Despite the division here, when asked, "Have you noticed any
improvement in this year's team in comparison to last year's
squad?" 74% (127) said Yes while only 26% (44) said no.
Finally, blame is thrown in many directions when things go
wrong but surprisingly the students do not put all the blame on
Chlebek. When asked "Do you think Head CoachEd Chlebek is
responsible for the team's poor record?" 87 (54%) said No
whereas 75 (46%) said Yes.
The poll itself was taken on Thursday and Friday of last week
with the majority of responses coming from the Eagles Nest and
Lyons Cafeteria.
about*the next three games and the
importance to you of winning these
games so that you can remain a
coach at BC?
CHLEBEK: No question about it. I
think we were prepared to play the
football game (Tulane). I think we
were as up as we've ever been since
I've been here. These next three
a time. I
games will be taken
know they're crucial. Every game
has been really crucial this year. We
want to get back on the track and
play a good football game against
Syracuse. These next three, no
doubt about it, are really big games

are you getting from Bill Flynn
now?
CHLEBEK: I can't complain about
anything. Nothing negative has
happened as far as I'm concerned. I
think most people realized we've
improved a lot. I can't really complain about anything. I think the
students have been super as far as
their support. The fans really
haven't been bad, and I can't say the
media has been bad. I think they've
given us a fair shot. When you don't
play well you deserve to be gotten
on. The last game is the only game I
can say we played poorly, and we

deserve to be criticized.
HEIGHTS: Individually, a lot of
players have been doing a good job
for BC. Shelby Gamble to pick one
out, has had an exceptionallygood
year.
CHLEBEK: I think he's done an
excellent job for a freshman. I think
he has a great future and he's
learned a lot this year. Leo Smith
has also been playing well for us.
We have two freshman running
backs who have improved a lot and
shown great potential for the future.
HEIGHTS: In recent weeks. Jay
Palazola has been sat down in favor
of John Loughery. Looking ahead
to the Syracuse game, can you say
who your starter will be?
CHLEBEK: I think last game we
had to change our offense because
of the weather. When we run option
football, Jay will be our quarterback. Jay gives us another dimension in there.
HEIGHTS: Teams have been able
to pass on us much more this year

because of our ineffective pass rush.
How do you think the loss of Steve
Lively has hurt the team?
CHLEBEK: I think Steve Lively is
going to be a great football player
for us. We were really counting on
him to have a good year for us.
Other people have gone in there and
have done a good job but you
always miss a guy like Steve Lively.
One guy that should be mentionedis
Joe Nash who is piaying a great,
great year. JuniePoles is going to be
a super player. There are positive
things that come up when other guys
get a chance to show what they can
do.
The importance of the next three
games cannot be overstated.
Syracuse has the potential to blow
away any opponent, and Holy Cross
and UMass may never be pushvers
again. Two wins have softened but
not eliminated the cries for a new
coach. The next three weeks will
determine how those cries are
answered.

.

Flick Leads Cross Country
Mary McCabe, and Nancy Norton
by Adrian Munoz-Bennett
Cross-country is a sport in the were further back in the pack. The
true sense of the word for it tests the pace at this time was somewhere in
endurance of the individual athlete
physically as well as mentally. The
women's cross-country team has
been tested on all levels and past
with flying colors. For a young team
they have managed to complete the
season with nine victories and only
one loss. The loss was to Boston
University.

the vicinity of 6:10-12.
First in for the Eaglettes was
Cindy Flick with a clocking of
1916. Flick placed seventh over all.
Next to finish for BC was Cheryl
Panzarella in twelfth place.
Her time was 19:30. Panzeralla was
followed by Chris Kennedy who
managed to beat Lessard for the
first lime all season.Kennedy's time
was 20:15. She placed twenty-sixth.
In twenty-ninth place was Gabbi
Lessard with a clocking of 20:19.
Lessard preceeded Peggy Gulash by
seven places. Gulash placed thirtysixth. Her time was 20:38. The next
runner in for BC was Mary
McCabe, who finished in forty-third
with a timing of20:58. McCabe was
then followed by Nancy Norton
who crossed the line on fifty-sixth
place. Her time was 22:25.
Coach McDonald has been very
pleased with the performance of the
team and is looking forward to the
Nationals. The two that made it
were Cindy Flick and Cheryl Pan-

Continuing their winning ways
BC captured fourth place at the
Easterns last Saturday losing third
to Providence by two points. BC's
score was 107. Villanova placed first
with 47, while West Chester University captured second with 84.
The meet opened with everyone
breaking into a spring, jockeying for
good positions. However, due to the
grueling pace set by the first five
teams over the wet hilly course, the
vast majority of the teams began to
fade. Approaching the midway
mark of the course, Cindy Flick was
leading the Eaglettes in her
accustomed position.
Flick was followed by Cheryl
Panzarella, Peggy Gulash, and zarrlla.
Chris Kennedy. Gabbi Lessard,
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Holy Cross Downs Rugby
by Kieran McGeady
Even with the biggest crowd of
the year, the overcast sky was a sign

of the day's games. BC won the C
game but then lost the remaining
threegames to a superior team from
Holy Cross. BC should have won
the games, but too many stupid
fouls were committed. In the first
game of the day, the C team won
22-10. Despite the fact that they
played against a stronger pack, the
BC forwards were able to gain control early. Wing forSvard, Dom
D'lntino startedoff the scoring on a
push over by the pack. BC led 4-0.
Holy Cross was able to come back
and score two trys, as they
dominated play, they led 10-4. Near
the end of the first half Kevin
Donlan, who played an excellent
game with superby tackling, scored
on a 5 yd. run. This brought the
score to 8-10 in the Cross' favor.
The second half was another story,
as BC took control and never relinquished it. Gary McDonough
scored on a 2 yd. struggle, which he
was not to be denied on. Tom Rose
kicked the conversion and led 14-10.
During the game about 8 Holy
Cross players were injured, due to
the intense play, which would carry
over to the later games. Next Greg
Rossi scored on a 20 yd. run and
then Tom Rose scored a try several
minutes later. The C's won 22-10.
Rose played an excellentgame as he
came in as a sub. But this was BC's
only glimmer of the day.
In the A game BC lost 4-15. BC
drove deep into the Holy Cross,
zone, but was unable to score, three
times they were denied due to stupid
penalties. All throughout the day
HC was able to capitalize on BC
mistakes, but not vice versa. Holy
Cross scored twice in the first half
with a 3 point drop kick and a try,
and led 9-0 at the half. The game
was closely refereed, with many
penalties called. Peter Davis, was
able to score on a 10 yd. run on a
pass by Ed Barnes, no extra point
and BC trailed only 9-4. BC almost
scored again when Davis took a
kick and ran 20 yds., but was
thrown out of bounds at the one yd..
line. Four times BC had chances to
score, but Holy Cross toughened
and denied them. HC scored on

more timeand the final score was 4-15 in Holy Cross' favor.
In the B game, BC took an early
lead, when John O'Meara ran 30
yds. for a try, and led 4-0. All
throughout the first half BC played
well with good play from the
forwards and Tom Rose, but the
game became evenly matched and
no scores resulted, as neither team
was able to sustain any type of.
drive. The second half belonged to
Holy Cross as they scored 3 try's
and were able to dominate the ball
control. BC was unable to sustain
any long drive as the Cross led 14-4.
Even though they lost, BC was taking their toll on the Holy Cross
players. In all the games combined,
at least 12 Holy Cross players were
injured compared to about 3 for BC.
The final game of the day was the
D game. Holy Cross started off the
scoring, but the game was still
even, except for the long runs by the
Cross, they led 8-0. John Hanousek
from BC scored when San Diego
Franco tackled a Cross player after
the kick off, as Hanousek carried
the ball into the endzone. BC trailed
4-8, but they were able to move the
ball in the second half. Unfortunately, Cross was able to gain control,
and eventually scored a final try to
bring the score to 4-12, and were
able to hold onto the lead. Even
though the day might have turned
out bad for the club, the fans were
very warm in their applause for all

Rugby suffered through a long Saturday afternoonas the Crusaders of Holy Cross stuck it to
the A and B team. BC's lone win came in a 22-10 triumph by the C squad. (Photo by Mary
O'Keeffe)

BC Back In Action Saturday Against Explosive Syracuse
by Michael Ellis
The Syracuse University football
program is rebuilding in two ways
this year, and their 5-4 record gives
credence to their successful
rebuilding from a 3-8 record in
1978. The Orangemen are also
rebuilding in another way; they have
torn down 71 year old Archbold
Stadium, and are currently in the
process of constructing a 50,000
seat domed stadium that will be
ready for Syracuse football next
season. This lack of a homefield for
Syracuse means Boston College will
travel to Cornell University, in
Ithaca, New York, to battle with

the Orangemen.
The Syracuse story this season
rests on an explosive offense led by
quarterback Bill Hurley. The
Syracuse offense leader is a gifted
passer as well as a power runner.
Hurley was injured most of last
season, and was granted hardship
status, enabling him to return this
year for a big senior campaign.
Hurley's favorite receiver has
been senior wide receiver Art
Monk, converted from the running
back position during this past
summer. Monk has amassed nearly
600 yards in receptions, making him
a dangerous threat whenever he is

Bovell And Whalen Pace Soccer, 2-0
by Ray Miller

In an effort to put more punch
into the team's offense, BC Soccer
Coach Ben Brewster moved his star
defender Emerson Davis to a
forward position in last Tuesday's
encounter against SMU. The move
worked as Davis assisted on the
Eagles' first goal in a 2-0 win which
was not as close as the score
indicated. The Eagles' real offensive:
power, however, came from the
combination of forwards Ken Bovell
and Rich Whalen, each of whom
picked up a goal and an assist.
The Eagles dominated most of
the first half but still couldn't score.
Their old problem of not taking
advantage of opponents' mistakes
was coming back to haunt them
again. The Eagles outshot SMU 9-4
but goalie Peter LeFebvre turned
away every BC threat.
In the second half, the Eagle
defense, led by Steve Leßlanc and
Paul Zientek. stiffened and it
seemed lo be a matter of timebefore
the Eagles would score. With five
minutes gone, Davis missed from
the left corner and then Tom
Whitney was later offsides on a
breakaway opportunity. BC finally
went ahead at 19:14 into the second
half. Emerson Davis kicked a
crossfield pass to Rich Whalen, who
quickly passed to Bovell. The
freshman then booted one home
from the right side past LeFebvre
for a 1-0 lead.
SMU refused to give in. They
answered with their biggest threatof

the game but Eagle goalie Tom
McElroy, who played another fine
game with 7 saves, blocked a
penalty shot and Leßlanc broke up
a breakaway seconds later. The
Eagles regrouped offensively but
came up short again when Zientek
missed a header with LeFebvre out
of position.
The Eagles put the game on ice
moments later when Whalen headed
one in (28:40 into the second half) to
make it 2-0. Bovell set up the score
with a perfect pass to Whalen on a
corner kick. The combination later
missed goal number three with

about nine minutes to go when a
shot by Bovell just missed the net. It
was then left to McElroy to preserve
his shutout.
The win increased BC's record to
7-6-4. The Eagles, who outshot
SMU 16-8, clearly outclassed
SMU. As back Paul Zientek
explained, "We played all right, we
had a couple of breakdowns in the
first half but they didn't have any
skill up front. We really didn't have
that much pressure because we kept
kicking the ball out of our
territory."

on the field. He also is fifth in the starting berths. Syracuse recruited
NCAA in punt returns, averaging 18 incoming freshmen to help
over 13 yards per return.
bolster their defensive unit.
Running back Joe Morris has
Syracuse, with an offense thatcan
already run for 1,113 yards this control the ball, as well as spring the
season, 14 shy of Larry Csonka's big play, will be a tough opponent
all-time single season rushing record for the Eagles. While carrying an
at Syracuse. This sophomore sensaaverage of over 28 points per game
tion has been a potent threatall year this year, the Orange's opposition
for the Orangemen. Morris has to be a bit shell-shocked. Three
scorched BC last year with a 71 yard of the four Syracuse losses came at
TD run here at Alumni Stadium the hands of bowl teams (Pitt, Perm
and will be sure to pose a challenge State, and Ohio State) and theirvicfor the Eagles again.
tories have been impressive, to say
A solid offensive line is anchored
the least. Syracuse rolled over
by senior tri-captain Craig Wolfley. Northwestern 54-21, trounced
A third team All-American last Washington State 52-25, and
year, Wolfley is the team's right waltzed past Kansas 45-27. Those
guard, and leads a very young corps type of offensive performances are
of linemen, with two sophomores what BC will have to stop if they
and one junior starting on the offen- expect to come away from Ithaca
sive line.
with a win Saturday.
Defense is the Achilles heel of this
The real task for the Eagles will
Syracuse team. Last season's team be to contain the big three of
gave up 295 points, and were unable Syracuse, Hurley, Monk, and
to hold an opponent to less than 15 Morris. Performances such as 166
points in any game. This year's club yards in 20 carries by Morris
has problems of a similar nature. (against West Virginia) and a 47
The Orange have already given up yard kick-off return by Monk
245 points in nine games, for an against Perm State are indicative of
averageof over 27 points per game. the offensive threats that the BC
The leaderof the defensehas been defense must guard against.
middle linebacker Jim Collins. The
A win over Syracuse is not an
62", 223 lb. junior is a seasoned impossibility, but BC will have to
veteran who earned MVP honors rebound a long way from their disfor the Syracuse team last year.
appointing loss at the hands of
The major part of the defense has Tulane if they expect to even stay
seen tremendous competition for close to the Orange.

Davis Excited-Concerned
Over B-ball
by Michael McCarthy
took place after the BC-Tulane
At this point in the basketball football game. Coach Davis was
team's camp, head coach Tom really pleased with the way that his
Davis is both excited and concerned team moved the ball around, and

about the team's progress. Over the with their shot selection. He said
that he saw some good team play
during the scrimmage. He was
through the many intersquad scrim- especially pleased with the team's
mages that they have been playing passing, which appears to be one of
in the various communities around their strong points this year.
Boston. He has found out the However, Davis is really concerned
various strengths of the team, as about the rebounding problems that
well as the weaknesses that must be the team has been having. He
overcome during the upcoming believes that the team will have to
weeks.
show some strong rebounding, if
The best scrimmage that the team they want to put together a winning
has had to date was the annual season, particularly with the
continued on page 30
Maroon-Gold scrimmage, which

past couple of weeks, Davis has
gotten a better look at his team,

BC raised their record to 7-6-4 with the 2-0 win over SMU. (Photo
by Carl Anderson)
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Hogan And Wavro Miss Qualifying For NCAA Championships
by John Conceison

Sophomore harrier John Hogan
and freshman teammate John
Wavro both came within an eyelash
of qualifying for the NCAA Cross
Country Championships Saturday
afternoon at Franklin Park in
Boston.
Hogan and Wavro would have
had to lead the Eagles to a team

sprawling Franklin Park course,
their fifteenth and sixteenth place
finishes respectively were only good
enough for fifth and sixth individual
slots, leaving Hogan one place shy
of qualifying and Wavro two spots
from going to the national championships as a freshman.
Sophomore Ray Treacy led
Providence College to top team

honors with a convincing victory
over Northeastern's Bruce Bickford
in a swift timeof 29:57.
Just over two minutes later,
Hogan became the first Eagle to
cross the finish line in 31:59, with
Wavro following three seconds
later.
Ted Datri passed teammate
Dwight Lancaster at the three-and-

a-half mark, and went on to post a
33:01 clocking. Lancaster, the
fourth Eagle finisher, crossed forty
seconds later.
Tom Siegert and Peter
McDonagh rounded out the Eagle
forces on this partly cloudy Saturday afternoon with 33:57 and 34:48
timings, respectively.
Following the meet, Coach Jack

McDonald noted the progress of
BC's cross country program over
the last year. "We didn't even
bother to come to this qualifier last
year," McDonald pointed out. "Our
primary purpose in participating
this year was for our young squad to
gain experiencein this kind of competition. We should be very much of
a factor next year."

Blue Liner Club Formed For Hockey
when visitors come in and fifty of
Student attendance at basketball their fans can make themselves
games has been a constant gadfly of more noisy and visible than 500 of
a problem for the BC athletic us." The problem hasn't been
department. Because of this a against BU or any of the other top
special effort was made to rev up the teams but rarely, is student support
previously complacent courtside strong other than in those
club to sell tickets. Basketball does instances."
not, however, have a monopoly on
Each person that buys a season
ticket will receive a painters hat
"It's embarassing when visitors with Blue Liners Club on it. Also
come in andfifty of their fans can
make themselves more noisy
and visible than 500 of us.
-Sue Mosher, Chairman
Blue Liners Club by John Kane
The BC Lacrosse team defeated
this problem. This year, the resiBabson 13-6 a week ago Friday,
dents of McHugh Forum are equalconcluding its four game fall
ly upset about student attendance schedule on a winning note and leavand it was with this concern in hand ing Coach Gene Uchacz looking
that the Blue Liners Club was forward with optimism to the sprformed under the direction of BC ing. The team has nineteen
senior Sue Mosher.
lettermen returning, including its
One of the main problems in the top three scorers, and they should be
last few years has been a lack of fan well complementedby a large group
participation in the hockey team. of newcomers to the squad, who
Mosher stated, "In the past few help provide what Uchacz termed
years there has been a decline in "a depth we haven't had in a while."
overall student attendance at the The Eagles split their four games,
hockey games. It's embarassing losing to UMass and Vale by idenby John Holland

there will be a certain section near
the blue line which will be reserved
for the members of the club. This is
so all the student fans will be visible
and it will be easy to identify them.
They will also be with other people
who are interested and enthusiastic
about the hockey team.
There is little reason why the fan
support isn't more enthusiastic for
the hockey team. In 1977 BC was

ECAC champs and NCAA
runnerups, and with players like Joe
Mullen and Paul Skidmore among
others, fan support should have
been going up. The season tickets
are only $13 for 13 homegames
which includes a free ticket for Friday night's home opener game
against nationally ranked Ohio
State.

Lacrosse Ends Fall Season On High Note

finish among the top three Division
I cross-country powers in New
England, or finish among the top
four individuals not on the top three
teams.

As a team, BC had a mediocre
showing on the 10,000 meter course,
not coming close to clinching the
trip to Bethlehem for the NCAA
finals, and Hogan and Wavro,
though they fared well over the

tical 11-7 scores, then beating
Boston State and Babson.
Uchacz ran seven weeks of practices prior to the games, cutting the
sixty-five players who showed up for
the initial tryout down to forty. "We
ran two scrimmages a week," said
Uchacz, "and got a good, long look
at everyone in scrimmage situation." The result was sixteen players
who are expected to push the returning letterman for playing time.

Virtue, who together accounted for
forty-five goals over the course of
last season. Both are seniors, as is
last year's leading scorer,
attackman Henry Thomas, who had
19 goals and 15 assists. Thomas is
presently studying in Europe, but
will be back for the spring semester.
In a break with tradition, the team
elected its captains in the fall, rather
than in the spring. Defenders Tom
Zappala and All-New England
George Corde were elected. They
Among those back from last will lead the team in what figures to
year's squad are All-New England be an exciting season.
midfielders Gene Miller and Doug

WOMEN'S SPORTS
Northeast Collegiate FieldHockey Tournament

Hollingworth, Sudbey, and Gallagher Participate In All-Star Tourney
Baccari
This past weekend, three Boston
College field hockey players participated in the Northeast all-star
tournament in Windsor, Connecticut. Three of the tri-captains,
Mary-beth Hollingworth, Karen
Sudbey and Patty Gallagher were
selected to play in the all-star game.
Two of the players are veterans of
the tournament, Hollingworth is
playing for the third time, and
Gallagher made the second team
last year. Sudbey is playing for the
first time.
The players were picked for the
tourney from the Northeast Selectors Tournament, which the entire
BC team played in. All of the
colleges in the Northeast were
divided into divisions A and B for
the tournament. BC was in division
A along with 18 other schools.
Though each school's entire team
played, everyone was looked at
individually, and four teams of 11
players each were chosen as the best
tournament players. The tournament itself is another selection
process, this time for the
Northeastern U.S.'s representative
to go to the Nationals. The BC girls
have now made it as far as Windsor
and there the four teams from division A. three from division B, and a
lot of association clubs, which are
teams not from colleges, and often
made up of older players. There are
20-25 teams in all, and from these,
enough players to make up three
teams are chosen as Northeastern
and 3. They then
go to a trial weekend in New Jersey,
where two teams are picked from
those three. The best of these teams

by Ann

would go onto play in the National
tournament, but the others are kept
as alternates. Each player making
one of these teams remains on the
team for a year, and making the
national teams leads to both
national and international play.
This type of tournament is
something different for the BC
players. Sudbey explains: "It is an
honor to be picked and everything,
but I'd rather go as a team. It would
be more fun being with a team. Last
week we went to practice. It's
different-a lot of players are there
really trying to make the Nationals,
so they just show off, because you
are rated individually. It is a
different kind of atmosphere. We
decided at the beginning of the year
to try to go to a tournament as a
team, so we had a chance to go. but
our record wasn't good enough. I'm
just going there to have fun. I'm not
there to make it to nationals, just to
play my best, of course, but I'm not
going to show off. I enjoyed practice
because I met a lot of new people. I
just want to have some fun playing
hockey, meeting some new people,
and seeing what Windsor, Connecticut is like. It is sort of a different
way to end a season."
Gallagher, who made the second
team last year, is looking forward to
the tournament. "1 like the tournament a lot. i like going just to see all
the skill. The other club teams have
a higher level of skill than colleges.
The atmosphere is all hocltey, all
people who are really dedicated to
hockey. It is really great to see. I
don't think I'll ever get to the
Nationals, but some players are
really good. We practiced last Sun-

day, and it is hard to play up to your
potential with only one practice. The
club teams have played together
before, and you can get a lot of
experience."
Hollingworth, who has made the
team every year she has been at BC,
feels "It is good experience to go.
This is the last year BC will be
sending people to an individual tournament. From now on, we'll make it
as a team. There is a lot of talen at

the tournament. It is high level of
competition. If you get beyond
Connecticut, it becomes hard
because you have to pay for
everything yourself. This year the
tryouts are in New Jersey, which
isn't that bad, but last year it was in
Colorado. It gets expensive. So, it is
tough, and a lot of people want to
play, but what it often comes down
to is who can afford to play field
hockey. They try to give aid. They

have fund-raisers and sell refreshments at games, and use the money
to help pay expenses, but that can't
cover too much."
The girls practiced with the team
last week, and will go to Connecticut
this weekend. They will play two
games on Saturday, and at least one
on Sunday, depending on how well
their learn does.

Club Status The Reason?

Soccer Excluded From AIAW Tourney
by Charlie Simmons
The road toward recognition

has been anything but pleasant
for the Boston College women's
soccer program this fall. Faced
with one problem after another,
in this their fourth season, a
climatic blow befell the team
a little over two weeks ago. It
was then that the women
received word they had failed to
qualify for entrance into the
upcoming AI'AW Eastern
Regional Women's Soccer
Championships at Brown
University.
The process had been long
and involved beginning back in
early October when the women
prqtested their "club status" to
Athletic Director Bill Flynn and

charged BC with Title IX violations. Stemming from this confrontation also was an interest

expressed by the women participating in the first ever
Eastern Regional Soccer
Championships. Due to their
"club status," BC had to make
an appeal to the Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women (AIAW) requesting
eligibility.
Some two weeks after, the
appeal was granted and the
Women's Soccer team was thus
considered eligible for participation, final decisions still
pending. However, when it came
to pick the 10 teams who would
play in the Championships,
Boston College was bypassed.
The women feel that the
reason they were not admitted is
due to their "club status."
Athletic Director Bill Flynn
denies such allegations saying
"I've talked with Bobbi Carson

(Women's AD) and she assures
me that "club status" had
absolutely no affect on the deci-

sion. The tournament went by a
geographical distribution as well
as record."
Tournament officials,
however, awarded Brown
University and UConn (both
with four losses) the last two
seedings in the tournament while
skipping over a BC team that
had only one loss. The Eagles
have managed such an
impressive record while playing
a competitive schedule headed
by the #1 team in New England
Harvard. BC's only loss was to
the Crimson but they managed a
big win over Plymouth State 2-1
(ranked in the top five in New
England).
Considering a geographical
continued onpage 30
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SPORTS FOUR

A STATISTICAL COMPARISON

IQ7fi

BC-OPP

RECORD: 0-8
9/16
9/23
9/30
10/7
10/14
11/4
11/11
11/18
11/25
12/2
12/10

TEXAS A&M
NAVY
PITTSBURGH
at Tulane
atVillanova
at Army

SYRACUSE
at Massachusetts
HOLY CROSS
Temple at Japan

2-37
8-19
15-32
3-9
16-28
26-29
23-37
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26

27

40

78

13
42

155
122
27
6
2769
2250
519
346.1
52/110
9/104
36/1268

Punting Avg

35.5

35.2

Punt Rets/Yds

15/73
45/817
44/315

14/96
20/327
36/347
19/12
613

40/25

Fumbles/Lost
Total Off. Plays

518

Opponents
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j Anyone interested in learning to operate the computer j

V

timing systems and help manage the men's and

|n/omen 's swim teams should contact either Tom Grodenl
or Phil Ross at the Pool Office
I
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Season Openers This/
/
Week!
Aslk Hockey
Season /
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Tickets ,/Z
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Basketball
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games for only $13 j/

/Season Tickets
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Don't miss the opener/* 2 games for
vs. OhioState
only $12

/ _
at the
s Plus Fairfield

.
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Friday Nov.
.
/
R
/ Boston Garden. Plus a
16y at 7:30/frcc cour ts ide club teeshirt

,/to the first 400 season ticket
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Hurry to Roberts Center today!
exhibition opener Sat. Nov.
17 vs. Acadia 7:30

/Basketball

The Heights

acknowledges the Blue Chips of Boston College Athletics for its

support of Heights Sports.
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TEAM STATISTICS
First Downs
Rushing
Passing
Penalty
Total offense
Rushing
Passing
Avg per 9ame
Passes Comp/Att
Int/Yds Ret
Punts/Yds
Punting Avg
Punt Rets/Yds
Kickoff Rets/Yds
Penalties/Yds
Fumbles/Lost
Total Off. Plays

irH£}\/
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«\u25a0

at Holy Cross

Boston College

90.3 FM

QBE

BC
114
55
48
11
2022
993
1029
252.8
82/178
7/68
51/1812

MASSACHUSETTS
SCORING BY PERIODS

WZBC

34 = 100
49 = 209

BC-OPP
16-28
34-7
14-33
7-28
18-20
8-19
29-16
8-43

TENNESSEE
VILLANOVA
at Stanford
at Pittsburgh
WEST VIRGINIA
at Miami
at Army
TULANE
at Syracuse

12/1

Live On

TEAM STATISTICS
First Downs
Rushing
Passing
Penalty
Total Offense
Rushing
Passing
Avg. per game
Passes Comp/Att
Int/Ydsßet
Punts/Yds
Kickoff Rets/Ydr
Penalities/Yds.

-

D
K(

SCORING BY PERIODS
Boston College
Opponents

RECORD 2-6
9/15
9/22
9/29
10/6
10/13
10/20
10/27
11/3
11/17
11/24

7-18

AIR FORCE

*Q7Q

19

33

51

68

39

66

BC
145
98
36
11
2784
1874
910
348.0
64/181
15/127
37/1540
41.6

12/59
26/374
32/397
36/13
613

= 134
= 194
QPJP

146
73
67
6
2754
1354
1400
344.3
105/196
11/60
38/1460
38.4
18/65
25/390
42/408
30/18
556
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Soccer Suffers
Another Set Back

continuedfrom page 29

distribution when seeding teams
also seems a little farfetched,
when one realizes that the
Championships have been
regionalized in the fist place.
Whatver the reason, be they
concrete or biased, the Boston
College women's soccer team

has been hiLby yet another setback. "Whether BC's "club
status" was the cause of their
misfortune is hard to say but
most indications seem to reflect
that possibility considering that
not one club squad was selected
for participation in the tournament

Turkey Bowl Next
Rugby
For
page

28
continued Jrom
the BC -teams. We would like to
thank all the people who came down
to watch and support us. We hope
you will all come down in the spring
and continue your support. The
team would like to thank the person
who wrote the letter to the Heights
and we would also like to thank the
people of the BC ground crew who
helped us out at the beginning of the

year, especially Andy Beeson. This
weekend there is a tournament at
St. John's which we are in, and we
wish that some people would come
down and support us in the Turkey
Bowl. 1 would also like to thank all
the guy's who made these stories
possible, the members and coaches
of the BC Rugby team. Ken Daley
and Mark O'Malley.

Basketball Eager
To Startrole.
from

continued
page 28
demandingschedule that they have.
As far as the starting lineup goes,
it is still pretty much up in the air.
The only two spots that are set so
far are captain Jim Sweeney at
point guard and Joe Beaulieu at
center. Both players have been playing exceptionally well this year. At
the other starting spots, there is
some healthy competition going on
for them.
Mike Bennet and Dwan Chandler
are currently battling it out for the
other guard spot. At the forward
sports, are Rich Shrigley and Yin
Caraher going after one spot, and.
John Bagley and Chris Foy are
dueling for the other spot. The main
objective, though, of Coach Davis is
building a good ten or eleven man
team, so each player will have his

own
The team's only exhibition game
will be coming up this Saturday
against Acadia University, from
Canada, at Roberts Center. This
game will be important because it is
BC's only exhibition game before
their season opener against Bentley,
and it will give the team a chance to
play against the different style
Canadian team. The team must be
ready for its opening game, for
Bentley is one of the best teams in
Division 2.
Coach Davis is enthused about
the team and is anxious for the
season to start, but he realizes that
there are still some problems. With
the new Big East Conference
starting play this season, the team
will really.have to put it all together
to match last year's performance.
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Announcements
continuedfrom page 2
UGBC Cultural Committee presents a Night at the Boston Ballet.
150 orchestra seats available to the
"Nutcracker Suite" on Thursday,
December 6. Available to BC students at nearly half price. Ticketsgo
on sale on Wednesday, November
14 for $5.
There will be a meeting of the
Gay/Lesbian Concern Group on
November 15 at 8:00 p.m. at Haley
House. Topic: new organization of
G/LCG information. McElroy Box
J-104.
The Student Energy Commission
is having an important meeting on
Tuesday, November 13, 1979 in
Fulton-201 A at 4:30 p.m. Plans will
be made for the November 29
Energy Fast Day. All invited.
The Philosophy Caucus will sponsor a lecture/discussion on JOY by
Prof. Peter Kreeft of the Philosophy
Department. The lecture/discussion
will be held on Wednesday,
November 15 at 4:30 p.m. in Haley
House. All are invited to attend and
enjoy this most relevant topic.
On Wednesday, November 14,
the Mendel Club is sponsoring
Medical School Admission Night at

7:30 p.m. in Cushing 001. All
interested students are welcome.
On Sunday, November 18th at
11:00 a.m. in McGuinn sth floor
lounge BC Hillel, a Jewish student
organization, will have a Sunday
Brunch. Following the brunch there
will be a short talk provided by Iranian students now living in the
Boston area. This will be followed
by a question and answer period.
This even should be very interesting,
especially in light of the current
situaiton in Iran. Various topics
dealing with the turmoil in Iran
since the Ayatollah will be discussed. Cost is $.75.
The Psychology Caucus will be
meeting regularly on Monday
nights at 6:30 p.m. beginning
November 19th. The locations will
be posted on the Caucus bulletin
board (3rd floor McGuinn) each
week. Representations are already
meeting with Faculty Committees.
If you are still interested but cannot
make meetings at this time please
leave a message in the Caucus
mailbox in the Psych Department.
Another panel discussion is being
planned as a general activity for
Thursday, November 29. The topic

will be perspectives in Sensation and
Perception.
A Mod Semi-formal at The
Sheraton-Tara in Framingham will
be on Friday, November 16 from
8:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m. Cash bar
tickets are $6 per person. Available
through your R.A.
The paraprofessionals of the
Career Planning and Placement
Center will be holding an Open
House on November 18th from
7:00 to 10:00 p.m. at Mod 388.
Such topics as resume writing, interview techniques and cover letter
writing will be discussed. All
interested are invited to participate.
Sign up in McElroy 117. The dinner
is from 3:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. For
more information visit the PULSE
office.
Learn a little more about Boston!
Pulse is offering a Scavenger Hunt
for anyone interested on Saturday,
November 17th from 10:30 a.m.
4:00 p.m. To sign up or find out
more information stop by McElroy
117 or the Pulse office soon.
In honor of Darryl Williams, the
Voice presents a panel discussion on
"Racism in Boston ... The End of
the Dialogue" on Thursday,

-

November 15, 1979 at 7:00 p.m. at
Barrister Hall, (BU Law School)
Boston University. For further
information call Sam at 262-5601 or
Sherly at 353-6555.
Brown Bag Lunch Program given
by Women Against Violence Against
Women (WAVAW) on Thursday,
November 15 at noon. The program
will be held in the Women's
Resource Center, 213 McElroy. All
invited.
On Saturday, November 17 from
10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. there will be
a Career Day in Gasson Hall.
Alumni from twelve different career
fields will beavailable to take to students about their jobs. Also, Career
Planning and Placement will sponsor three mini seminars on resume
writing, interview taking and job
search strategy, each of which will
be run at 10:30 a.m., 11:30 a.m. and
1:30 p.m. All students are
encouraged to attend.
The Voices of Imani, BC's gospel
choir is looking for another pianist.
The only requirement is talented
fingers and a love for gospel music.

The Voices of Imani will be
hitting the road on Sunday,
November 18 to perform in New

London, Connecticut. Anyone
interested in attending the performance contact Cheryl Giles in
McElroy 226.
Sub Turri Yearbook photo for Le
Cercle Francais will be on Thursday, November 15 in Murray
Conference Room.
There will be a meeting of the
J.P. Stevens boycott committee on
Tuesday, November 13 at 4:30 p.m.
in McElroy 118, the Mass PIRG
office. All interested are welcome.
For anyone interested there will
be a men's volleyball meeting on
Thursday, November 15 at 7:00
p.m. in the Sports Complex.

Financial Aid for second semester:
Filing deadline was November 1 for
students who have not yet applied
for 1979-80. Applications will still
be accepted on a late basis by the
Financial Aid Office, Lyons 210.
Funds are limited.
The Tutorial Program is in need
of Economic and Chemistry tutors.
Please help! Come to Gasson 108
and find out more.

I Did You Know That
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Combined housing and board rates will probably be at
least $325 higher next year.
*It has been proposed that a windmill be built on Beer
Can Hill.
\u2605 Next year's tuition hike may be the "worst ever" at BC.
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There were three instances of assault on police officers
last month.
The President of the BC Young Americans for Freedom
plans to return his $4 PIRG refund.
The new parking garage should open on Wednesday, at last. I
The Reservoir Apartments were renamed Edmond's Hall. I
A UFW lettuce boycott is being set up at BC.
I

*
I You know this, and much more if you read I
I last week's Heights Read us today to get I
I the most up-to-date picture of what is news I
I at Boston College.
I
The Heights I
I
I
BC's Information Center I

.
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UGBC SOCIAL COMMITTEE
Presents

BAHAMAS NIGHT
AT
RAT
THE
November 15
-

Thursday,
from 9pm-1 am

Bring a friend bring
2 people per $8 ticket

Dancing to the Silver Star Steel Band
Tropical Munchies
Rum Punch
Games and Prizes
Chance at the GRAND PRIZE

Come dressed for the Tropics
and don't forget your suitcase!
(Prize will be awarded to most

Price Includes:

original outfit)

GRAND PRIZE: Winners will Leave Friday Morning For
An All-expense Paid Trip For 2 For

5 Days In Bermuda

*

Entrants must have proof of citizenship; i.e. birth certificate, passport
Tickets available in the McElroy TicketBooth

tH

\

\

HI

*W

Tickets now available at

